A Dinner with Helmut Schmidt
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On 6 February 2010, I organized a remarkable diner with Helmut Schmidt and some
influential political leaders in Europe. The animated discussion was an inspiration for
us all and was recorded for the records of history. This is the transcript.
At the dinner have ave participated:
1. Hemut Schmidt
2. Guy Verhofstadt, MEP, former Prime Minister Belgium
3. Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, MEP, former Prime Minister Denmark
4. Stefan Collignon
5. Christian Paul, Député, Assemblée Nationale, Paris
6. Angelika Schwall-Düren, Member of Bundestag
7. Danuta Huebner, MEP, former European Commissioner
8. Koert Debeuf, Liberal Foundation, Bruxelles
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His wisdom and outspokenness will be missed by all Europeans.
Stefan Collignon
10. November 2015
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After the initial presentations and small talk, the discussion quickly went to the heart of Europe’s
problems. Danuta Hübner asked: Do we suffer from lack of leadership?
Helmut Schmidt: Actually, the Europeans do lack good leadership, yes, but on the other hand it is
more important that we do not see the European edifice blowing up overnight, so to speak. I have
known Jean Monnet since 1947-1948, and one of his concepts, at least in those years, was: “Let
Europe grow gradually, one step after the other”. So, it took us twenty years from 1952 until the
early Seventies to grow from six Members to nine. More than twenty years. And it took us another
ten years to grow from nine to twelve. And another decade from twelve to fifteen and then these
very intelligent Foreign Secretaries of the European countries let the whole thing explode overnight.
Now we are twenty-seven or twenty-eight?
All: Twenty-seven.
Helmut Schmidt: And they still haven’t changed the rules. If they had changed the rules before
enlarging the thing…
Danuta Hübner: …Deepening…
Helmut Schmidt: We would be in a better shape nowadays, but today the Union has said goodbye to
politics, to strategy.
Danuta Hübner: But, now you think we will wake up? We will start to deepen ... Do you think now
we will wake up with all the problems? We are now starting to take things seriously.
Helmut Schmidt: No, I do not think that.
Stefan Collignon: But, maybe, Danuta, you tell Mr Schmidt what was your experience with policy
making in the Commission of twenty-seven?
Danuta Hübner: I come from Poland and I was part of this “big bang” in 2004. I don’t think we had
another political option but to do this. No?
Helmut Schmidt: No, for the Poles this is ok. The mistakes have been made by the Foreign
Secretaries, who were in office of the countries who were Members at that time. If I had been a
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Polish Foreign Secretary, I would have done the same things you did. Certainly, not foreseeing the
Kaczynskis.
[everyone laughs]
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Do you think that it is the number of Member States, which is a problem,
or their heterogeneity?
Helmut Schmidt: To be more precise, the unanimity principle was manageable to quite a degree as
long as we were just six. But nevertheless when we were in the middle of the ‘60s we had that
period of the “Empty chair” by France. It was a period in which it showed that the Union (at that
time it wasn’t called Union… What was the name then?)
All: Community.
Helmut Schmidt: …Community. It showed that the Community was unable to act. That period
lasted half a year or so.
Guy Verhofstadt: And then you have made “the Compromise of Luxembourg”.
Helmut Schmidt: Yes, that’s right.
Guy Verhofstadt: To bring France back, what was the compromise? Was it unanimity?
Helmut Schmidt: In fact, it was papering it over. After that, we had two similar experiences in the
‘70s. Firstly due to Harold Wilson and secondly due to Margaret Thatcher. But we were nine by
that time. We should have changed the rules before we took Britain into the Community. Nowadays
it is impossible. And therefore for the next ten years or so we will not get anything good from the
Union. They will certainly make a law for all of Europe that one must not smoke.
[overall laughing about smoking]
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, we’ve got resolutions after resolutions on that. But even there we’re not
capable.
Danuta Hübner: And still derogations for some Member States.
Guy Verhofstadt: You can have an opt-out. There is an opt-out for you, Chancellor. One good thing
about the opt-outs.
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Danuta Hübner: So, Mr Chancellor, you are pessimistic about the Lisbon Treaty? It will not change
the Union?
Helmut Schmidt: I am not pessimistic, I am a realist. It has nothing to do with pessimism.
Danuta Hübner: But how do you see the Lisbon Treaty and the change of the decision making, the
qualified majority?
Helmut Schmidt: It was inevitable. Insisting on the Treaty or even on the Constitution, they should
have ended up with such a result. The whole idea of unanimity was nonsense. By the way, this idea
of unanimity nowadays still involves seventy different fields. It is almost the opposite of the
democratic principle. And you will remember the Polish experience with unanimity rules.
Guy Verhofstadt: Unanimity nearly destroyed that country, because with unanimity it is impossible
to have efficient decisions.
Helmut Schmidt: Number one, in Poland only the nobility was represented. Number two, any of
them had a right to veto.
Stefan Collignon: Now, the bureaucrats are the nobility.
Helmut Schmidt: Not very noble ones.
Guy Verhofstadt: But this evening, Chancellor, you have to explain a little bit to me about the
European Council. Why you have created that monster?
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: I didn’t catch it.
Guy Verhofstadt: Why you have created with Giscard D’Estaing the monster of the European
Council?
Helmut Schmidt: At that time it was not a monster.
Guy Verhofstadt: No, no, it was a small group of…
Helmut Schmidt: It was seven or eight people. But then, in later decades, it wasn’t a European
Council anymore. It was the Ministers’ Council. Any Commissar in Brussels would like to have his
own ministerial Council. Nominally, they all bear the same name. The Council of Ministers. What a
nonsense.
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Stefan Collignon: But, why did you create the European Council in the first place?
Helmut Schmidt: We didn’t create it. We just invited people to have dinner together.
[everyone laughs]
Guy Verhofstadt: Just like this evening!
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: We didn’t invent any rules.
Guy Verhofstadt: No, not at that moment.
Helmut Schmidt: We didn’t change any of the Treaties. We just acted.
Danuta Hübner and Guy Verhofstadt: Now, we have created the Institution with the Lisbon Treaty.
Helmut Schmidt: Yes, and then it’s very difficult to change the “monster”.
Guy Verhofstadt: And it is going to be more and more important. I have been there nine years,
that’s such a long period, I have called it the Union of the Nationalisms. Only national interests
prevail. I have never heard the word “European interest”.
Helmut Schmidt: No?
Guy Verhofstadt: Never.
Helmut Schmidt: That’s correct
Guy Verhofstadt: And I think, today, it is more blocking the Union than helping it forward.
Stefan Collignon: So, you are saying that in the European Council, the general interest of the
European Union is not a consideration?
Danuta Hübner: That’s my impression.
Guy Verhofstadt: Normally, it is to the Commission to express that. But, that is only the case if you
have a strong Commission, like with Jacques Delors.
Helmut Schmidt: Jacques Delors was President of the Commission at the time when we were
twelve. If we had been twenty-seven, even a man of the strength of Jacques Delors wouldn’t have
succeeded.
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All: Yes...

Helmut Schmidt: By the way, the only institution, which could have changed the present situation,
would have been the European Parliament. But, they have never understood their task.
Guy Verhofstadt: But, it is changing.
Helmut Schmidt: Hopefully.....
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, week after week, after week…
Stefan Collignon: So, you know, Mr Verhofstadt is now the leader of the Liberal group in the
Parliament, Danuta is member of the PP, the People’s Party, and Poul Rasmussen, who will come a
little later, is the leader of the European Socialists. So, you get the whole Parliament here tonight.
You can really tell them what they need to do.
Helmut Schmidt: Speak up! They have never spoken up.
Guy Verhofstadt: That’s true. For years there was resolution after resolution after resolution, but
without any change. But now with the Lisbon Treaty, I think that the (only) positive point of the
Lisbon Treaty is not its permanent President, is not the High Representative, but is the more
powerful European Parliament....
Helmut Schmidt: The European Parliament never had the guts to create a political crisis.
Guy Verhofstadt: No? We are busy making a crisis today.
Helmut Schmidt: They’ve never had self confidence.
Guy Verhofstadt: So, there is an agreement made between the Americans and Europeans on the
transfer of financial data from Swift to the US. Normally, everybody expected that we would
approve it. But, there is a majority today saying that we don’t approve it unless it is going in parallel
with the protection of the privacy of citizens.
Helmut Schmidt: In order to establish a bit of power for the Parliament, it would be good to stick
for the “No!” unconditionally. Just say no and stick to it.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, I agree with you.
Helmut Schmidt: Not because of the financial…
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Guy Verhofstadt: No, no, no
Helmut Schmidt: …financial reasoning, but just as a matter for establishing a power. They never
had the guts to create a crisis. That’s my greatest disappointment about the European Parliament.
Guy Verhofstadt: I promise you good crises in the Parliament over the next months. A little bit like
Spinelli did. Spinelli came to the European Parliament without any fear of advising…
Helmut Schmidt: Many Foreign Secretaries will blame you, but ten years later you may come out as
having started the importance of the European Parliament. Right now it is absolutely unimportant.
Nobody takes note of what is going on there.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But we can still observe that the European Parliament has become
stronger with respect to the Commissioners. It rejected again one proposed Commissioner, and the
last time the European Parliament did so, too. I think that there is change, really.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but it is true that you can only take power in politics. You don’t receive it. It
doesn’t exist to receive power in politics. You have to take it. So it shall be necessary to have a
crisis between Council, Parliament and the Commission to go further. I agree with this.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Do you think that the negotiation between the Parliament and Barroso at
the moment on behalf of legislation will...?
Guy Verhofstadt: These are details. Everything is in the Treaty and what they have now is a
disagreement ultimately about details, how to manage the members according to the Treaty.
Koert Debeuf: Procedure.
Guy Verhofstadt: Procedure. But, in fact, what was maybe necessary, and what we didn’t do in the
Lisbon Treaty, was to give the right of initiative to the Parliament. Indirectly, we have it. But, the
right of initiative is something else, because everything starts with the Commission. And if a
number of member states is saying to Mr Barroso he has to do this or that, he does it. If the
Parliament is saying the same things, well, it is not sure. So, if you had given the right of initiative
to the Parliament, then it would have been a different thing. And another thing that we need is taxes.
How can we make a real Parliament power without taxation? This doesn’t exist anywhere else in
the world.
Helmut Schmidt: I am doubtful about this latter remark, because right now taxes are still a national
affair, which is historically understandable. On the other hand, to change that, whether you have a
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European Parliament or not, is an enormous undertaking. And we have already taken more than half
a century. I would be careful and hesitating. There is another risk related, which may become the
only one in the next couple of months or years, namely the fiscal behaviour of States who are
participating in the common currency and, given the weakness of the European Parliament, I
wouldn’t have the confidence to give you any taxation policy.
Stefan Collignon: So, what is your view of the role of the national Parliaments in this context?
Angelica is responsible for the European policy at the Bundestag for the SPD, Christian is in the
Assemblée nationale in Paris. Thus, we have here two representatives from the national Parliaments.
How do you see their role with respect to European policy making? Should they just stay out or
should they be responsible as well?
Helmut Schmidt: I am not sure if I have understood the sense of your question.
Stefan Collignon: The background of the question is that the Lisbon Treaty has given also more
power – at least a little bit – to national Parliaments in order to control European policies.
Danuta Hübner: Subsidiarity.
Stefan Collignon: Under the subsidiarity principle. And so the question I have is, how do you see
the role of the national Parliaments as intervening in the European policy?
Helmut Schmidt: If they do intervene, the things will become more complicated. Full stop!
[everyone laughs]
Danuta Hübner: Very good comment.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: It depends really on the political colour, I think. If you take the German
conservatives, especially Bavarian conservatives, you may be right, but there are others who
understand that we need more European politics.
Stefan Collignon: How is that in France, Christian?
Christian Paul: The French Parliament defends French interests. Hence, no vision for Europe.
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Guy Verhofstadt: Now, the subsidiarity clause is a very dangerous thing, but let’s hopes that the
Parliaments will not be interested in it. It is a very dangerous thing, because it is the only clause in
the Treaty where national Parliaments, based on national interests, can stop the Commission from
taking initiatives. Because it’s there, the subsidiarity clause is to stop the Commission and say: “The
initiative that the Commission has taken is against the subsidiarity principle”. So, it’s a negative
instrument, it’s not a positive instrument. There has been a huge battle about it in the Council. Some
countries said that 50% of national Parliaments are enough to stop. We said: “No, no, we have to be
a special majority”. And that became the special majority.
Danuta Hübner: Yes, it moved from the red card to the yellow card…
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but this is very…
Danuta Hübner: …dangerous, yes. And it will slow down also. It is not only dangerous.
Guy Verhofstadt: You need a special majority of the national parliament. That means 55%. I don’t
think that we shall see many cases for this. Let’s hope.
Helmut Schmidt: Let’s take two practical examples of the last couple of months. One is
Afghanistan, the other one is the control the financial markets. What has the European Parliament
so far asked for in that field?
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Guy Verhofstadt: On financial supervision, we are in a fight with the Commission and the Council,
because we want to go further than this.
Helmut Schmidt: If I were in your place, if I were fifty years younger, I would make a great speech
to arouse public opinion in France as much as in my own country, and particularly so in Poland and
in the Czech Republic. I would make a great speech that arouses people to criticize and blame me
for undermining the European development, and all that nonsense. But it would create attention.
And it would be difficult to make me shut my mouth. No, you are absent. You don’t exist. If I read
five German newspapers every morning, plus the Financial Times of London, plus the Herald
Tribune, and the Polish, plus the Turkish, plus the Russian, the Chinese, the Japanese…
Guy Verhofstadt: You see nothing about it.
Helmut Schmidt: No, they never talk about you, because you don’t really exist for them. Because
you have never spoken up. No, never. That is not a Parliament. It is an Assembly of people who
behave as if they were all diplomats.
Danuta Hübner: But also, we don’t go home like the Ministers who decide in the Council and then
go home their television where they talk about Europe and that its bad decisions. We stay in
Brussels but we are not present nationally. We are not visible at home
.
Helmut Schmidt: The last time that the European Union has taken a decision of importance was
Maastricht. This is nearly twenty years ago.
Guy Verhofstadt: I agree, Maastricht was the last one. It was the last big treaty, when you created
the Economic and Monetary Union. And after that it was all finished. But there is also another
problem, Chancellor, because the biggest country of the Union, after the reunification, Germany,
has not taken the lead in all this any more. I can tell you, there is a huge difference between
Germany of your times and Germany of today.
Helmut Schmidt: We hadn’t taken the lead at my time. We left the leadership, at least for the
outside viewers, to the French.
Guy Verhofstadt: But Kohl was also active and the last thing was the Economic and Monetary
Union and the Euro. That was the last thing.
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Guy Verhofstadt: What is the difference? In the past, Germany said “Ok, let’s do this and these are
our conditions”. And today, what is Germany doing? Saying “no”, every time. I can tell you, in the
Coreper – you know the Coreper, where the permanent representatives of the States are – Germany
is today like Great Britain. The British have always had difficulties with the European Union. Well,
today every project that you put in the Coreper, it’s “no” for Germany.
Helmut Schmidt: I am on your side, if you are blaming the German government.
Guy Verhofstadt: I am.
Helmut Schmidt: Whether the present one, the former or the one before that. You are right about
that, so far. Otherwise, it is not Germany.
Guy Verhofstadt: No, no. It is not Germany.
Stefan Collignon: But, Christian, what would you say is the situation in France with respect to
leadership in Europe?
Christian Paul: Well, our President, Nicolas Sarkozy, is a “liberal-national” President with no great
vision for Europe.
Koert Debeuf: Gaullist.
Danuta Hübner: He has a French vision, hasn’t he?
Stefan Collignon: Is it a French vision or a Gaullist vision?
Christian Paul: No, it’s a national liberal. So, I think that for him it is important to have leadership
in Europe, but not a leadership for Europe.
All: for Europe.
Stefan Collignon: In Europe, but not for Europe.
Danuta Hübner: So he uses Europe for French interests.
Koert Debeuf: Yes, that was already with De Gaulle. The conservatives didn’t change that.
Christian Paul: Yes, but times have changed now.
Danuta Hübner: We cannot afford it now for Europe, you mean.
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Angelica Schwall-Düren: But, I think that the same problem for many countries today that they all
try to realize their special national wish in Europe and they don’t see the common interest and that
national interests are a part of European interests. That’s also a problem for the German
government, I think.
Helmut Schmidt: The common interest has been two folded at the beginning. Number one: to build
a barrier against Soviet expansion. Number two: if you need a role against Soviet expansion, you
need also German soldiers. But then, be careful: it’s a dangerous thing to give the Germans
weapons again and soldiers again, and therefore the second purpose of the Union was to control the
Germans. The first reason has disappeared. And the second reason has disappeared from the minds
of people, and from the minds of actors in the political field. And even inside Germany, people who
live today don’t really understand that it was the second major reason for forming the European
Union to control Germany. Perhaps, the politicians in the German government of today may still
know, are still aware and don’t like the idea. It is difficult to like this idea. You need to have some
knowledge of German history, but nowadays people don’t study history. They study Economics.
And they don’t understand it by the way.
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: No, it has a great level of historic understanding.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But this is very interesting. One week ago I attended to a workshop or a
little conference with German and French colleagues. And they, or one of them, told us that in
France, today, Germany is criticized because of the new power of Germany. And that Germany
tries, or they think that Germany tries, to have the old big role in Europe. And that there is a new
mistrust in France, in circles of diplomats, against Germany. That’s very interesting for me, because
in former times Germany was seen as the political dwarf (Zwerg).
Helmut Schmidt: No, no, no, no. This lack of confidence on the French side toward Germany has
been existing all the time. And you have to accept it as a fact of life.
Christian Paul: I don’t think this is the biggest problem. The big problem in France, today, is that
nobody speaks about Europe. It is important what you say, but the biggest problem today is that
nobody speaks about Europe, about the future of Europe.
Danuta Hübner: Well, we are in Europe. We speak about Europe.
Guy Verhofstadt: Well, in Belgium.
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Stefan Collignon: In Hamburg.
Guy Verhofstadt: In the last European elections in France there was a pro European party, like the
one of Cohn-Bendit, who made a political fight against Sarkozy. It was a European election and
those who made a political fight against Sarkozy have lost the election. For example, Bayrou, he
has made a fight against Sarkozy
[pause and noises]

Guy Verhofstadt: Can I come back to the European Council, once? So, as I understand, is that you
created it, but not to play a decisive role in a decision making. More as what? Because today, we
have a European Council. Everything is turning around the Council. They make summits and
summits and then conclusions. I am talking about the European Council with Prime Ministers at the
Heads of State. Not about the Council of Ministers.
Helmut Schmidt: Before the so-called Euro-Council was created, there was only bilateral contacts
between the Heads of government and the Heads of State. The reason to create that so-called EuroCouncil was to get away from a network of bilateral relationships. We never had in mind to create
particular competences or further competences. We just wanted to create an opportunity for having
dinner together and having open talks together. We used to meet in a room not bigger than this one
here. And it wasn’t really necessary to have interpreters. It was private talks. For instance, about
Afghanistan. We would certainly have been talking about Afghanistan on these days. Or we would
certainly have been talking about the role of the Secretary Patterson when he let Lehman Brothers
go over the cliff from the common attitude among ourselves [noises]. We were not thinking in
terms of institution arising. All these things have nowadays become institutions. It was self
understood. It was very easy to call each other by telephone.
Stefan Collignon: But, can I ask you a question? Technically, how did this work? Because, when a
head of government or head of State goes to a meeting he has his map with points on it.
Helmut Schmidt: If he needs his fires, he is a poor guy. [everyone laughs] If he has to rely on his
fire he really isn’t worthy the honorarium that he gets for deciding. I will tell you a story, it is now
more than a quarter of the century ago. The Soviet Union had developed a new type of weapon, that
we in the West didn’t have. It was a special rocket with three independently targetable warheads, in
natural language it was called SS20. With one of this rocket you could destroy three cities at one
and the same time. For instance, Cologne and Düsseldorf and Bonn. Or for instance two cities and
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the North of France plus Paris with just one of these missiles independently targetable nuclear
warheads. And they created and put in position about twelve to fifteen - if my memory doesn’t fail
me - per year. And when they had about forty or fifty of these, most of them were targeted against
targets on German soil. Some of them on Dutch soil, on Belgium soil and – I am not sure, but I
guess – also a few on French soil. I’m not sure about this. The West was in a weak position at that
time, because we had had the collapse of the Nixon’s administration. His successor, who was a
wonderful man, Gerald Ford, had been appointed as a deputy president and overnight he became the
President of the United States and he had to face elections coming up in ’76, by which elections he
was defeated, by the way. Never known an American President who didn’t know anything about the
rest of the world, but it was of good intentions. Like the present one, President Obama, very good
intentions, but no knowledge of the world. So, somebody had to speak up. I was the one to speak
up. In a private circle, in London, after dinner and after elections. In a private circle like this one.
And of course, all the ambassadors and generals, who were present to that dinner – I guess we were
more than twelve or fifteen people – reported to their administrations. This is the first time that
Jimmy Carter understood that this was a problem and this led him to invite the French Head of
State, the British Head of Government and myself to please come to him to Washington and talk
about the problem. And Valéry Giscard had a reaction and I did agree with him. His reaction was:
“We’re not going to let ourselves be summoned by an American President. I said: “Well, why don’t
you invite him to a French place?” So, he did. He invited Jimmy Carter and the other two people to
Guadalupe. So, four people met in Guadalupe, on the beach, and Jimmy Carter opened the
discussion and said that he had joined us because he had then understood that the West would have
to do something about this one sided menace. And he asked me in the first place: “What would you
think I would do?”. And I told: “You are a nuclear power, Valéry has nuclear power, and so is
James Callaghan, and I have none. The nuclear power answers your question.” [everyone laughs]
That was the way we dealt with each other at that time. And so, I think that the first one to speak
was then James Callaghan, and he said: “Yes, it is indeed a problem. Thank you very much for
understanding it, and I think we should do the same thing in the West”. The second speaker was
Valéry, none of us had fires in front of him. And in the back of his mind he understood the whole.
And the second one was Valéry, he said: “Yes, I agree with you James, but let’s give the Russians
four years for negotiations first.” Then there was the third, the last one. And I said: “I agree with
these two friends of mine”. And this was the hour in which we created the so-called “Double-Track
decision”, which was officially taken only ten months later. This must have been January or
February 1947 – I am not quite sure about it – or was it 1949? (I am not quite sure). But, this was
the way in which one dealt with each other. Maybe it was Jimmy Carter, who had started to lead
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things like this, I don’t know, because he was a new comer to the theatre. It was the first time that
we had ever met with common position about foreign policies. It was the first time that he had to
deal with foreign policies, there. So, maybe it was him who had started, I don’t know.
Stefan Collignon: So, Guy, how is it working in the European Council today?
Guy Verhofstadt: The European Council, today, is a big institution with now twenty-seven Heads of
States. With the Lisbon Treaty only the Heads of State, before the Lisbon Treaty it was Heads of
States and the Ministers of Foreign Affairs. So, we were then normally for nine years more than
fifty people. With the Secretariat, with translation, with Antici, who are people outside the room
taking note of everything of what is said inside the room. So, if you think that… it is not a secret
place. Everything you say, everybody knows it outside, because these Antici are talking then to the
press or to other diplomats, and the other diplomats to the press. So, everything that happens inside,
everybody knows it outside. If you think to say something in a secret way, it is impossible to do it.
Danuta Hübner: But you had dinners for this?
Guy Verhofstadt: We got dinner, we ate there. Bad food, mostly. But, from time to time, also good
food, it depended a little bit on who was the host, it depended on who was in charge with the
presidency. And it was impossible to discuss really one matter, because if you started the
discussion, everybody, every twenty-seven countries, thought it was necessary to intervene. So,
before you have did one tour de table, I think it took two hours, three hours and so. So, it was
impossible. Everything is prepared today by big countries, such as Germany, France, Britain, from
time to time Poland and Spain, maybe sometimes Italy – but that is the last of the six – and then
they prepare everything. The most awful thing of the Council is for the American President. The
reason why the American Presidents doesn’t want to come in the future, I have seen it once with
Bush in 2004. He came to Europe, he was very enthusiastic, it was his second term, he had been reelected, so he was really enthusiastic, he entered the room and he has heard that day twenty-seven
identical interventions. Then, in the afternoon, he went to the Council of the Nato, where he got
twenty different interventions. Well, after that there was no one single American President who
wants to come back to Europe. It was really like “Pfui” [onomatopoeia] At the end, you saw Bush
like that [miming], he takes the cigar, it was the only way to continue to sit on his seat. When I have
seen now that Obama doesn’t want to come to Madrid, sorry but that becomes a normal reaction.
We are not even aware of what we are doing to an American President inviting him in Europe.
Danuta Hübner: But, now there is more confusion, because Obama doesn’t know whether to talk to
the EP or to the President.
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Guy Verhofstadt: Exactly. I think that with the Lisbon Treaty, the only good part of the Lisbon
Treaty is the part of the European Parliament, I think. All the other things, there are more phone
numbers now than in the past. The reality is that Kissinger has said: “Who is the phone number, so
that I can phone the European leader, who is responsible?” There are more phone numbers now
than in the past. Copenhagen was the example of it. Ten people were there, responsible for the
European Union, the Danish Prime Minister, the Swedish Prime Minister, the President of the
Commission, the Commissioner responsible for that, Sarkozy, Merkel, Buzek, Ashton, Zapatero,
more than ten people. And it has not been resolved with the Lisbon Treaty.
Christian Paul: It is not credible.
Stefan Collignon: So, Danuta…
Danuta Hübner: But we did it, no? Nobody gave it to us. We all agreed on this Treaty…
Stefan Collignon: …in the beginning, when Mr Schmidt said that he is realistic that there are
problems you said this is pessimism. You have a more optimistic view?
Danuta Hübner: Because I believe in Europe and that’s why I think if there is finally at the end of
the day the political will, which we call, then we will get out of these problems. But, I think the
additional problem now is also that, if Obama calls five telephone numbers, he should get the same
message, and the problem is that each telephone, each of the presidents will deliver a different
message. And this is the problem, I think. There is no machinery to come to a European joined
position on major issues.
Guy Verhofstadt: For most European leaders the bilateral contacts with US are more important than
European contacts. We have no one seated in the International Monetary Fund. We have a single
currency, but we have not one seat. What a stupidity! You have to be stupid to organize a whole
Monetary and Economic Union and then to have Germany, even Belgium is in the head of the
circumscription of the...
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But, don’t you think that we have a need of Europe? Let’s take the
financial crisis. We have to cooperate at a European level or not? Don’t we? So, I think we must in
the future find solutions for better coherence in Europe.
Stefan Collignon: Now, Christian, if we had elections in France and we got a different President –
let’s say a socialist woman or man – would it make a difference in terms of what France will be
willing to change?
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Christian Paul: In the next President elections? Yes, if a socialist is coming to the power, it will
change.
Danuta Hübner: Ségolène Royal is not at all European.
Guy Verhofstadt: Or Martine Aubry…Martine Aubry is by family pro-European!
Christian Paul: I think that Martine Aubry or Dominique Strauss-Kahn could change the
relationship with Germany. I suppose they have a vision for Europe, but Sarkozy has not.
Helmut Schmidt: I think the case of Strauss-Kahn is more likely than the case of Madame Aubry.
My feeling. That would change something.
Guy Verhofstadt: Honestly, I think that Madame Aubry wants to be herself candidate. I don’t see
Madame Aubry is the woman who shall say “Ok, let’s take another candidate”. I don’t see that. We
have seen that with François Hollande and with Ségolène Royal, but that was an exception. That is
not a normal tradition in the French Socialist Party. Normally, the premier secretaire is the premier
secretaire…
Christian Paul: Yes, but we have now primary elections in the Socialist Party, to designate
candidates for the first time.
Danuta Hübner: When?
Christian Paul: In 2011. Next year.
Stefan Collignon: But my question was a question about raison d’état. If you are a French
President, whether Strauss-Kahn or Martine Aubry, would the French raison d’état understand what
Guy says and change things fundamentally?
Christian Paul: So we need a President, who thinks that French interests and common European
interests could be the same in the economy or diplomacy.
Guy Verhofstadt: In fact, we need a French president who is thinking that nation States are not the
thing to organize modern Europe in the future. And I don’t think that such a French president can
ever be born. I hope so, because if that ..
Koert Debeuf: Mitterand was socialist as well, but he blocked Kohl and Germany for having a more
political union after reunification.
Stefan Collignon: What is you view?
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Helmut Schmidt: Are you asking me?
All: Yes.
Helmut Schmidt: I am not sure whether the drama we live today about 75 million or so, plus
another 7 million foreigners living on German soil. Among these 75 million of Germans who live
today, maybe not more than 100 or 100.000, it doesn’t make a difference, but not more than that,
understand enormous handicaps that Germany would have to bear for the next couple of
generations. Due to the Holocaust. Due to the war against France, against Poland, against Russia,
against Britain, against almost the rest of the world. And the more time goes by, the less they will
understand under which enormous handicaps they have to operate. The idea that Germany should
take the lead is really a nonsensical idea, because of these handicaps. You will remember that it is
about 2500 or 2700 years ago that Nebuchadnezzar adducted the Jews from Jerusalem to Babylon.
And more than 2000 years later on nobody has forgotten it. Nobody will ever forget about the
Holocaust. It is much worse than the adduction on the Jews of Jerusalem. And it may very well be
that after another hundred years somebody will write an opera on Hitler. It is thinkable, but if he
does, he will only assist remembering. The historical consciousness of people around the world.
Now, the idea of Germany leadership is a nonsense. Not any German would easily understand what
I have said and would easily accept what I have said. I am old enough to say what I think. Many
people who are much younger don’t dare to say what they think.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Mr Chancellor, what about a common French-German leadership or the
idea of the “Triangle of Weimar”?
Helmut Schmidt: It has to depend on the French. It does depend on France. And nowadays since the
Cold War was over, and since the Baltic Republics, and Poland, and the Czech Republic, and the
Slovakia, all of them have become liberated from the Soviet supreme leadership, all of them will
remember. But it will depend firstly on France, secondly on the Polish nation, and thirdly on all the
other European nations, whether a small nation like Denmark, less than 5 million people, or a little
bit bigger than that, like the Czech Republic, 10 million people. Initiative must not come from the
Germans. And it has never come from the Germans for sixty years.
Guy Verhofstadt: But the Germans were paying for it…
Helmut Schmidt: The Germans have been paid for it… and will continue to pay for it.
Guy Verhofstadt: There is a difference. Since the reunification of Germany, Germany is much more
reluctant in the – like I said – European circles to say “yes” and to go forward.
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Helmut Schmidt: But it has not much to do with reunification. It has to do with the change of
generations inside Germany. Generations of politicians. Of political leaders. All the political leaders
of today have a higher degree of self-esteem as if compared with my generation. On the other hand,
the counterpart – whether on the French side or for instance on the communist Polish side of my
days – was much more willing to come forward. Nowadays, the main thing for a President in Paris
or for a President in Warsaw (it doesn’t make any difference) is to have highlights in the
newspapers or on the television service. That is much more important to him, nowadays. Same goes
for the President in the Czech Republic.
Danuta Hübner: But you think that nothing can be done to change this? Because I think we can
gradually build the change of attitude. You can’t forget things, but it’s the question of forgiveness
or not think it as a problem for being together and for accepting the leadership of Germany. So all
these steps you have been doing for years, Angelica, building at the people’s level the change of
their attitudes, even with lots of common initiatives. The problem is that in Poland, for example,
you have from time to time politicians who come to power and who live on this, who build political
capital by bringing back all those issues. And this is a problem. So, I think we maybe in the
European context we should pay more attention to those animosities between societies, or nations,
because you cannot – I mean you are in a way pessimistic – but I think it will be undermining also
our unity in Europe if we continue to have those bilateral issues so high on our political agenda, in a
way.
Helmut Schmidt: Not in order to change the subject, Madame, but in order to give you just another
example for what I have in mind or what I had in mind to say. Take the question of the proliferation
of nuclear weapons. This treaty – non proliferation Treaty – was designed by the Russians and the
Americans at the same time, about five years after the Cuban missiles crisis, 1966-1967 or so. A
very unequal Treaty. Some hundred-eighty States in the world have obliged themselves – by this
Treaty – not ever to possess nuclear weapons. By that same Treaty, five other nuclear powers of
that time undertook the obligation to disarm, in the end to totally disarm, as regards nuclear
weapons. In the meantime, we are not any longer five nuclear weapons states, but at least eight
maybe nine, maybe in a couple of years we will be ten and then certainly will go to twelve and
fifteen. If I had not this historical baggage on the back of my body I would speak up and say: “What
the hell are you doing? You asked us to obey the Treaty and what are you doing yourself?”
Nothing. The Russians and the Americans together have about 18.000 or 20.000 nuclear weapons
nowadays, including so-called tactical weapons. I would speak up if I were not a German. Because I
am a German I keep my mouth shut. There is a great danger in this nuclear field. A great danger.
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And danger is increasing from year to year. That’s because some of these weapons might be kept on
the wrong hands. Look at Pakistan, for instance. Every once in a while they have a military
dictatorship in Islamabad. And then you have a civilian government which is under the supervision
of the military. Right now the lower ranks of the military and of the secret services in Pakistan,
some of them are co-operating with the Taliban, some of them are co-operating with Americans.
Nobody knows what will come out of it. Then, it is easy to think of some of the nuclear weapons in
Pakistan getting in total wrong hands, very easy. Nothing has been done about it. The European
Parliament doesn’t talk about it. The European Heads of State don’t talk about it. It is not their
subject. It is a subject of the Americans. They think. Or a subject of Nato. What is the sense of Nato
nowadays? Why do you still need Nato nowadays? What we now need is an alliance with the
Americans, but Nato is likely bureaucracy on the side of the so-called European Commission, it has
blown up into an enormous balloon, military and diplomats, personnel of a thousand of people
making plans, devising new strategies, all together dangerous people. Nowadays you have Heads of
State and Heads of government who start wars and have never themselves heard a shoot. I am
speaking like an old soldier here.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Fortunately for us.
Helmut Schmidt: At least my generation knows what war means.
Danuta Hübner: But we have now new generations that also remember the war, like the Balkans.
Stefan Collignon: But, Mr Schmidt, Guy Verhofstadt wrote a book called The United States of
Europe, Christian and I, we wrote the book For the European Republic, and what we agree on is
that maybe Europe needs also some form of European army, some form of force d’intervention to
actually intervene in conflicts under certain circumstances. Do you think that kind of European
venture would be an instrument to do the kind of conflict intervention as we see in Afghanistan and so on - rather than Nation States?
Helmut Schmidt: The war in Afghanistan is now lasting longer than the two World Wars have
lasted. And the situation today is worse than it has been eight years ago. And it is still going on
doing the same nonsense. No, it is a lack of leadership, a standing lack of leadership.
Danuta Hübner: Everything goes down to the lack of leadership.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but in fact in Europe we have created nationalism, we are the founding
fathers of nationalism in Europe. There is nowhere in the world where they’ve invented
nationalism. We have invented it. The Europeans.
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Helmut Schmidt: Yes.
Guy Verhofstadt: Napoleon started to unify Europe, he created at the same time nationalism
everywhere in Europe.
Helmut Schmidt: But the Europeans were not the only ones. The Chinese were patriots since more
than 3000 years.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but that is civilisation, Chancellor. It is different from nation. They thought
they were a nation, but they are a civilisation. The Han, for example, are speaking different
languages. The Han can be a Mongolian Han or a Cantonese Han. So it is not like a nation.
Helmut Schmidt: But be careful. They use the same symbols in writing, for instance.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but they speak different languages.
Helmut Schmidt: And all of them, in the Song period for instance, have submitted themselves to the
Confucianist structure of estate. You are right, the words nation and nationalism do not have a
tradition in China, but the idea of being the middle kingdom, they have it.
Guy Verhofstadt: They have it and we shall see it in the future…
Helmut Schmidt: Yes. The most astonishing thing for me, I have been studying China for more than
thirty-five years now, the most impressive thing for me is that the present in China is converting
itself to reviving the Confucianist type of society. Once I had a long private talk with Deng Xiao
Ping, we had known each other for ten years, we met for the second time, I guess it was 1984, I was
a private citizen, he was not. He was the boss. But we had a private talk, just by an interpreter, and I
tried to tease him a bit. So I said: “By the way, Mr Deng, you are not really honest, you call
yourself communist, but in fact you are behaving like a Confucianist. He shocked back to some
degree, pondered this remark, and then he came up with just two words. He said: “So what?”
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: And this is part of this mix between Chinese nationalism and Confucianism. I
have great respect by the way for what a Chinese communist has been able to bring about in the last
thirty years. Unbelievable.
Stefan Collignon: When you met with Mao Zedong would you have expected this kind of
development?
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Helmut Schmidt: No, but I did expect China to come out as one of the three world powers. This I
did expect since 1970. I did not foresee the implosion of the Soviet Union.
Guy Verhofstadt: But what was the start of my reasoning, it was that we invented nationalism,
nations, as we know them today, and in fact it is our problem today. Our problem is that we cannot
put that aside and that we are still in one with one another, in France, in Germany, wherever, Nation
States, we are all market globalized. The markets are globalized, the world is globalized and we still
think that the best political organization is a Nation State.
Helmut Schmidt: I am not sure that all this is true for all the people who are living in Europe. There
are quite a few people, particularly among the educated élites, who would not subscribe to your
statement.
Guy Verhofstadt: Minority.
Helmut Schmidt: Yes. Certainly, minority.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: And the political élite… practically also minority.
Guy Verhofstadt: The reality is that most people and most politicians are continuing to reason, so…
Danuta Hübner: No, we behave like that. Maybe some of us think differently in terms of political
correctness.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Yes. We speak in another way, but we behave…
Guy Verhofstadt: I only believe in a Europe that is un-national or post-national. Could create unnational Europe, a post-national Europe? And if we cannot do it, forget the dream of European
Union. In fact, in the 19th century, the nationalism destroyed something very special: the European
culture, the European identity. In the 16th, 17th and 18th century it was far more… There were no
borders, there were no passports, Goethe could travel in the whole of Italy without any passport.
The same for Montaigne. He didn’t need that. And then we created our nations. It was a good thing
at the beginning, because we harmonized our national economies, but now in the 20th century, in the
21st century, in a globalized world, a nation is not good for fulfilling the conventions for modern
times. But we still are the founders of nationalism. We cannot go away with it. We cannot abandon
it. And I think it is no longer possible. Europe was unique, because it was a mixture of certainly
central Europe, Jewish communities, German language or the lingua franca, German communities
living everywhere in Europe, local populations mixed with that. Now, what we have created is this
Europe of what I called “uni-lingual-islands”, mono-cultural islands. The last one is Kosovo that we
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have created, this monolingual and mono-cultural island. But that’s not Europe. But maybe it can
never come back. Kafka is impossible today in Europe. Einstein, Freud, never possible. They are
not longer possible in Europe. It is finished. And that’s our problem. In fact, the history is our
problem.
Danuta Hübner: So you’re also pessimistic.
Guy Verhofstadt: No, no. Maybe we could create an un-national or post-national identity in Europe.
Danuta Hübner: But don’t you think we just need more time, because processes like this probably
need half a century… or maybe more disasters…
Guy Verhofstadt: More disasters.
Danuta Hübner: But we have created the Union to avoid disasters.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes.
Danuta Hübner: We have no discussion on this, even in the Parliament.
Guy Verhofstadt: No, not in the Parliament.
Stefan Collignon: So, Mr Schmidt, do you think it is realistic to envisage a post-nationalist Europe?
What is the role of the Nation State in this Europe?
Helmut Schmidt: I think you were right about European origins of nationalism. But, I would like to
add to this insight a bit of history. Today, for instance, the people of the United States of America
are much more nationalistic than they have ever been since the days of Theodore Roosevelt. It
started with the Monroe doctrine, in 1823 or so. And nowadays, and particularly since the old East
coast élite has been leading the way in America, nowadays they have a strong feeling of national
identity, which is nowadays spreading even to the Afro-Americans, particularly since Obama has
come into office. It has spread also to some of the Latinos, in the meantime. Even in Canada you
have a growing feeling of national identity, despite the fact that you are Franco-Canadians or
English speaking Canadians. You find it in India, the sense of national identity among the Indian
élites. You find it in Iran. You are right: to the highest degree it was a European invention, but it is
now spreading.
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Guy Verhofstadt: But the American society stays and continues to be a multicultural, multi-ethnic,
multilingual, and it is true, identity there is a way of using, to belong to a community of values, you
belong to… You say “I am American, I believe in the American Constitution” and it is a way of
inclusion, within all societies, ethnicity, language, culture. It is a way of exclusion in Europe. That’s
the big difference. And we say “you are not from…, you are not using my language, you are
somebody who doesn’t belong certainly to my circle”. Not to say you are my enemy. In a society
like the US, that is not the case. You could even say that in the beginning of the French Revolution,
we had the same idea. The language was inclusion. A way to adapt people, to integrate them. And
that is still the case in the US. It is still multicultural, multiethnic, multilingual. Spanish has become
the biggest common language in the US. My point is that we got also in Europe this diversity, this
mixture. I am always referring, if you allow me, Chancellor, to the book of Elias Canetti, his
biography. He starts his biography in the first chapter and he says “I was born in Ruschuk (Ruse) on
the Danube. Bulgarian side. And we spoke seven languages”. And then he gives them: Bulgarian,
Romanian, Russian, Turkish (because of the Ottoman Empire), Spanish (because the Sephardic
Jews went there), Yiddish (because of the Jews coming from the North). And when we went to
Europe and we went to Vienna, we spoke German. That was our common language. Today you go
to Ruschuk, in Bulgaria, you will only understand Bulgarian. And this is, I think, a tragedy that we
have left, you know it better than I, in the 20th century, that is an enormous tragedy. We were the
intellectual and cultural centre, because of this mixture of all these languages and cultures. As I
said, Kafka, a Jewish who wrote in German and lived in Prague. Impossible, the German university
in Prague does not longer exist. And I think that it is our problem. Our problem is in fact not only a
political problem. It is mostly and primarily the fact that we have destroyed a unique civilisation on
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this continent in the 20th century. And it will never come back. That’s my fear. That you cannot
recreate it again. You can’t destroy it, but...
Danuta Hübner: In America, this was due to the war. Do you remember the results of the Bush
elections? Now, we are still looking for those old frontiers that are emerging again. So probably you
are right. That in Europe the history in fact and the 20th century have probably destroyed for some
generations, if not centuries, the possibility of belonging to a community.
Guy Verhofstadt: …and identity. That is an interesting thing as well. Identity. What does identity
mean? I find that it can be awful sometimes. I think anybody needs one, but that it is more complex
than to say “that’s your language, that’s your culture, that’s your education”.
Danuta Hübner: Because we built identity on what distinguishes us from others instead of what
unites us.
Stefan Collignon: So, in Belgium, what does it mean?
Guy Verhofstadt: It doesn’t mean anything. So, that is a fantastic country to live in. You can live in
a country without being nationalist. That’s fantastic! If you say Belgium flag… Belgium flag? If
you say German flag or French flag. No, we don’t have that.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But you have problems in Belgium!
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, ok, we have problems. But there has never been a political murder in
Belgium because of our problems. Never. We are always talking, we are always discussing, we
fight with words, but never with weapons or something like that. And we try to solve them within
institutions. That’s the reason why are so good at consensus. We can create consensus. Why?
Because we have to do it every day. Being Prime Minister in Belgium is like being at a permanent
intergovernmental conference that never ends from the first hour of your day until the last.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Hard work!
Guy Verhofstadt: And if you do it for nine years, just like I did, you become mad, mentally sick.
The best thing to do is to do something else.
[everyone laughs]
Guy Verhofstadt: So, there is a reason when I am talking about a national and post-national,
because I am thinking that maybe we could try to create that. But how do you do that? How can we
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be liberated from the phantom of the nationalism, from the phantom of the past? That’s the
question.
Christian Paul: Quite the same question. Where is a good level for democracy? Guy Verhofstadt
said that we are Nation States, so what is the level of democracy in our history? But, in the future,
could Europe be as a good level for democracy?
Stefan Collignon: As an alternative.
Helmut Schmidt: A level?
Christian Paul: A good level for democracy.
Danuta Hübner: So, European democracy. You mean in institutional terms?
Christian Paul: Yes, I mean we couldn’t have a post-national Europe without democracy. It is not
only a problem of culture or language. It’s a problem of democracy.
Guy Verhofstadt: Of European public opinion.
Danuta Hübner: Political identity.
Stefan Collignon: So in fact in our book what we argue is that the reconstitution of identity – if
there is such a thing in Europe – has to go through interests rather than feelings of belonging and
culture. And so democracy would be to defend our interests against other interests. So, it needs also
political conflicts in the Parliament, especially, and about the election of the Commission as the
executive organ. So that would be something to transcend it. Do you think that is realistic?
Helmut Schmidt: By the way, democracy as well is a European invention. There have been many
civilizations in the course of history that had nothing to do with democracy nor with the human
rights. You would read the Bible from the first page to the last one and you will never find the
words “human rights”…
Guy Verhofstadt: …and democracy neither. But it is still continuing, in the Church they have no
democracy either.
Danuta Hübner: The Catholic Church.
Helmut Schmidt: But both human rights and democracy have got European origins and more or less
they’re creations of the Era of Enlightenment.
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Guy Verhofstadt: But if I can come back to taxation, Chancellor, it was taxation that created
democracy. And not big ideas of big philosophers.
Helmut Schmidt: I am not so sure. If you look at Britain, for instance, Magna Charta hadn’t really
to do with taxation. This was 13th century, early 13th century.
Guy Verhofstadt: But les Etats généraux… How do you call them in English, les Etats généraux?
Danuta Hübner: The General States.
Guy Verhofstadt: The General States, they had been created in most countries in the 15th, 16th, 17th
century, they were the requests of the Prince to have money for his wars, and they asked rights for it
and democracy for it.
Helmut Schmidt: But taxation came first.
Guy Verhofstadt: First taxation and democracy after. Yes, that’s true. That’s like in language. First,
there was bureaucracy and then language.
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: A couple of hundred years ago, the British had this motto: “No taxation without
representation”.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes and now you could invert it and say: “No representation without taxation”.
It’s all so simple.
Danuta Hübner: This should also be for Europe.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but I am a liberal, it is always difficult to talk about taxation.
Helmut Schmidt: I guess the real problem for the Europeans is that they are nowadays starting to
understand that they won’t play a great role anymore. They have not started yet to understand that
they have to take this as an unchangeable fact of life. They lack of serenity to accept it as a fact of
life.
Guy Verhofstadt: I think so. Then we come back to your point of interest. What could create this
post-national Europe? It is maybe the fact that we see, we know, we feel that we won’t play any
role in the world of the future. So, we have to put every national political leader in the play with
Shanghai, with Beijing… Wait and see …That’s the reality.
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Angelica Schwall-Düren: And you don’t think that democracy should play a role also? Take for
instance the development of economy. Economy is organizing itself worldwide. Trans-borderly. But
political organizations still remain at the national level. And this is also a very important interest to
control economy in a certain way through politics.
Guy Verhofstadt: But, the question is… So, we are talking now about new empires, based on Eric
Hobsbawm’s book, everyone says that there’s a “new age of empires”: the Chinese Empire, India,
the US, Russia. They can govern the world, but they shall not do it in a democratic way. So, I think
there’ll be bad times for democracy worldwide in the future. Really.
Danuta Hübner: We need a global democracy.
Guy Verhofstadt: Like Chancellor said, democracy in China, in their history, doesn’t mean very
much. The word “harmony” means something, but not democracy. Harmony is the important thing.
If you talk with a Chinese leader about democracy, he will look at you and say: “Harmony,
harmony is more important”. So, maybe, as we got the balance of power among European Nation
States in the 19th century, we shall have such balance of power among Empires. And the dramatic
thing is that we don’t think we are an Empire.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Economically, we are still an Empire, but it wouldn’t last long.
Danuta Hübner: But, in this context, Mr Chancellor, how do you see the European transatlantic
partnership? Because I think that America is now fixing their problems bilaterally with the Chinese.
And Europe is a bit excluded, left on the margin. And I think that we are unable somehow – also
because of what the Parliament is doing – to build this strategic partnership with America that
would make us achieve a balance globally between us and China or Asia. It is not only China, it’s
Vietnam, it’s Indonesia, it’s a lot of them which are growing economically.
Helmut Schmidt: If I were a Pole, I would also rely on America. But you have to look a bit closer to
the domestic trends inside America. Within less than fifty years, let me say within forty years, by
2050, you will have a majority of the electorate inside the USA made up of Afro-Americans and of
Latin-Americans. This will lead to much less engagement in strategic and foreign political battles
and much more engagement into battles such as social security, employment, unemployment,
labour market, pensions and the rest. In the course of this century, America will become much more
inward looking than earlier on, it’s already on its way. On the other hand, the Americans will still
produce enough children, in order to maintain their share of population growth (not really their
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share) but in order to remain a big nation. Europeans don’t give birth to children any more. Some
exceptions in France…
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Ireland…
Helmut Schmidt: Ireland, anyway, but this is still a very small piece of Europe. But in Poland none,
in the Czech Republic none, in Germany none, in Italy none, in Spain none. All of our European
societies are shrinking and at the same time aging. We are over aging. Look at myself, I’m at my
ninety-second year. A ridiculous thing. But most Germans ask for their pension at the age of sixtyone. Europe is in the process of gradually losing its vitality and this cannot be changed by political
decisions. By the way, the same goes for Russia.
Danuta Hübner: Mr Chancellor, we still stick to what Bismarck invented for social security when
the lifetime spent probably in pension was three years, now it’s twenty years at least. We’ve made a
lot of mistakes in Europe. There’s no sense of urgency or for change.
Stefan Collignon: But what I heard you say is that, in a way, Europe cannot rely on an American
alliance. Then the question is: do we need to have an autonomous relationship with Asia and China?
Helmut Schmidt: Europeans will have to learn that they do not play in the first class any more. They
are not in the first league, they have to accept the fact that they’re going to be part of the second, or
maybe the third, league. One great advantage of this is that diminishing vitality of the Europeans
has led to a situation in which an infra-European war becomes almost unthinkable. This is an
enormous change, as if compared with the first half of the 20th century, if compared with the 19th
century, if compared with the 18th century, the 17th century. This is something totally new, but it has
to do with the lack of vitality, not only with the suffering of the two world wars.
Guy Verhofstadt: So that’s optimistic. You’re losing vitality, we won’t have a role in the next
world, but we shall do it peacefully.
Danuta Hübner: That’s interesting for the issue of migrants, because we can cope with this question
of replacing vitality through migration. However we’re still unable to get together on the policy.
Helmut Schmidt: If you look for a reason for optimism, I can give you quite a different one. Try to
think back to the beginning of the year 2007. There were a very few people in the world who
warned about the state of the financial global market. Nobody would listen. Then, in the second half
or even in the middle of 2007, something happened in America. Nobody would really take action,
nobody would really think there was a danger. Then comes 2008. Then comes Lehman Brothers,
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against anybody’s expectations. Then by October or November 2008, we were at the break of a
global deflation, with the possibility of hundreds of million unemployed people all over the globe.
But it didn’t happen. Nobody took over the command. A peculiar thing has happened: whether a
communist led China or a post-communist governed Russia or a capitalistic system in the USA and
Japan or the social welfare state in Europe, all have acted prudently. All of them have created
additional programs in order to put up with the lack of demand in the economies. And the central
banks, all of them, have done the same thing, creating money supply and bringing the interest rate
down almost to zero. There was, except for some politicians who once have heard about John
Maynard Keynes, otherwise they didn’t understand the economy, instinctively they have acted by
their common sense. There’s a lot of common sense in the world right now, much more than
politicians are aware of. The economic behaviour of the great economies in the last two years has
been strikingly prudent. Unbelievable. And the press and the politicians haven’t understood what
we have been doing jointly.
Guy Verhofstadt: I agree with you that humanity is going forward. Because that’s it. You learn from
the past and we’re going forward and this doesn’t mean that we shall not see disasters in the future
of again big mistakes, but we’re going forward. I am also an optimist and like you I have learnt
from Popper that it is even a moral duty to be an optimist. I think we’ll go forward, we’ll learn, by
error, trial and error.
Helmut Schmidt: I could also give you all some reasons of pessimism…
[everyone laughs]
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Helmut Schmidt: Not in order to balance the optimistic facts, but… If you look at the foreign
political conflicts of the last two decades, you have Kosovo, you have Bosnia-Herzegovina, you
have the West Bank, you have Gaza, you have Iraq, you have Iran nowadays, you have
Afghanistan, you will have Pakistan in the near future, Yemen, you have Somalia, Rwanda,
Burundi. With a very few exceptions, they are all conflicts in which on the other side you have to
do with Muslims and dictatorships. And this includes even the Holy See, who are beginning to
understand what they have been doing so far (only beginning to understand, it’ll take them more
time even). And one of the great negative factors today is the increasing Huntington’s “clash of
civilizations” between the West, on one side, and the Muslim part of the world, on the other side.
You nowadays have 1.300.000.000 Muslim believers and most of these Muslim believers are living
in very poor circumstances, meaning it is very easy to arouse their emotions. Very easy, whether
it’s Egypt or Syria or Algeria, rather easy. And we still go on to make war to Muslim countries. Out
of the two hundred countries in the world, about sixty are inhabited by Muslims. We don’t take
care. Pakistan is close to 200.000.000, Indonesia is 250.000.000 nowadays.
Guy Verhofstadt: And the biggest Muslim country is still India. The Muslim minority there…
Helmut Schmidt: …about 15% of the Indians are Muslims…
Guy Verhofstadt: …and with Pakistan and Indonesia it is one of the biggest Muslim communities.
Nevertheless, you could say that India is then again an optimistic case, because they’re
multicultural, multi-religious, they have a democracy.
Helmut Schmidt: Democracy in India is working because Queen Victoria’s Age provided a political
and entrepreneur élite. And all of them speak English and drink tea at five o’clock in the afternoon.
Guy Verhofstadt: And they’re still thinking that London is the centre of the world.
Helmut Schmidt: But otherwise you have nineteen official languages in India. It’s a very difficult
country to govern.
Guy Verhofstadt: But they do it. It is one of the positive examples in the world, I think, because it is
also an example of the fact that identity is complex and is a mixture of different things. I got in
Cambridge, a few weeks ago, a debate with Amartya Sen. He is quite an extraordinary man because
he’s a Nobel Prize winner in Economy, he writes about that, “Identity and Violence” is one of his
books, but he also has something to do with Europe. I didn’t know it, but he was married to Altiero
Spinelli’s daughter. So he knows about Europe more than I thought.
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Stefan Collignon: This is Evelyne Rotschild, no?
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, now, but this is his third marriage. He’s not like Joschka Fischer, fifth
marriage, or like Gerhard Schröder, four, nevertheless three. She died a number of years ago and
she was the daughter of Spinelli. And he is an Indian, but he can vote for the European Parliament,
because he belongs to the Commonwealth. So people belonging to the Commonwealth can vote, if
they come to Britain when the European elections take place.
Stefan Collignon: That’s a way for your Party, right?
Guy Verhofstadt: I found it very interesting to listen to him talking about India, because – as you
said – democracy is a European invention, but Amartya Sen is not so sure about that. He’s giving
examples of practices in old India, which were forms of democracies, already in the 11th – 12th
century. It is not democracy in the sense of creating a parliament…
Christian Paul: With forms of representation?
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, yes, also with representation, with the ruling, with the King and so on who
asked for what people wanted and organized a way of dealing with it. I have to say they were just a
few examples, two or three of them. He’s talking about… How about the ruler of India? Empire?
11th century? Or later? I don’t know, you are the historian, I am a former lawyer, so nothing to do
with history… I am not a scientific, I’m a lawyer.
Koert Debeuf: Too modern for the 11th century…
Guy Verhofstadt: India for that reason is in fact more interesting than China, because in fact China
had the Han domination, that you don’t have in India.
Helmut Schmidt: There’s one thing special about China, though. And that’s the fact that you have a
continuously living civilization of four thousand years, which has been deeply hit during the 19th
century and the first half of the 20th century and still has maintained a degree of vitality that is
almost unmatched in the present day world. After two, three, four millennia, all the other
civilizations are gone: the Egyptians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Mayas, the Incas. All gone. Not
the Chinese. That’s the only one. Still living and still full of vitality. By the way, they are the only
ones who have understood the danger of over-population of our globe. And they understood it even
during Mao’s times.
Danuta Hübner: But they’re now giving up this one-child policy.
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Angelica Schwall-Düren: Yes, because nowadays they have understood the problem of aging
societies.
Stefan Collignon: So, let me ask the question again. Do you think we should have an autonomous
strategic relationship with China as Europe?
Helmut Schmidt: I think the Europeans would be well advised if they showed that they had respect
for the Chinese civilization. That would be enough.
Danuta Hübner: But we want values from them, we want them to respect our values, they don’t care
about them.
Guy Verhofstadt: They have old values.
Guy Verhofstadt: More and more when you look to it, the word “Harmony” doesn’t mean much for
us. Maybe harmony sounds like “We love each other a little bit and do what we want to do”. But it
does mean something for them.
Stefan Collignon: Yes, it’s the issue of respect, of mutual respect.
Danuta Hübner: But now they use it also for the economic development, now they look for
harmony among the regions where they have huge disparities that might be a problem for them as
well.
Guy Verhofstadt: I don’t think that in our relationship with China we have to stop talking about
democracy and human rights. We have to do, we have to continue that. But on the other hand, I
don’t understand the ban on weapons to China. That’s a humiliation, they feel it as a humiliation.
For instance, the weapons we’ve given to Taiwan, they have seen it as a humiliation. I’m not saying
that everything that China does is good, so for example on Tibet…
Danuta Hübner: …we have resolutions on that…
Guy Verhofstadt: …we have resolutions and so on, and on human rights and so on, the Google
affairs… But on a number of issues we are really humiliating them in a way that is not fairly based
on logical thinking. A ban on weapons to China: why? If we had to ban weapons to all those
countries which have not a democracy or are not respecting human rights, we wouldn’t export any
weapon at all. And the same thing with Taiwan. So maybe we have to stick to things like human
rights, but we also have to be more open to them on that, for example.
Danuta Hübner: We are very bad at foreign relations, it shows, I think.
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Guy Verhofstadt: We are simply following the USA on that. So the USA said there had to be a ban
on weapons export to China and everyone agreed with that. We don’t have our own strategy, that’s
true.
Stefan Collignon: Danuta, I would like to come back to the question I raised outside.
Danuta Hübner: The Commission.
Stefan Collignon: The Commission. Just tell us a little bit about it, because I think it would be
interesting for Mr Schmidt as well to hear how the Commission works inside nowadays with
twenty-seven Commissioners.
Danuta Hübner: Well, you know, the problem with a big Commission is that immediately, when
you have a big Commission, a big table, you develop a presidential system, because you assume
that you cannot have discussions with twenty-six Commissioners plus Chair. So what Barroso did
was in fact going towards a presidential system, which means ignoring Commissioners on many
issues and their personal contributions as well. I don’t know what to do with this now, because you
can have a different organization of the Commission internally if you must have twenty-seven
members in the Commission or you consider seriously the challenge of having a smaller
Commission. But then of course you can think you can live without the Belgian Commissioner, but
can you live without the German Commissioner or the French Commissioner? These are also issues
you have to take into account and we made all these discussions during the Convention – I
remember – or during the IGC for the Lisbon Treaty. It is very difficult, but we have to understand
that there are also weaknesses within the system we have now. You can already see now that we
will continue to have a presidential system, it is clear now. Commissioners candidates were not
allowed to speak openly actually during the hearings. The Commission is the most important
institution. I think we in the Parliament should work to strengthen the Commission, because I think
that should be our interest, even though it is a difficult issue to have a Commission which works for
Europe and works in the most efficient way, playing the role that it should play, which is not
serving the interests of certain member States but really thinking in European terms. This is very
difficult. If you have more independence of the Commissioners, I think you can take more
European interests than within a presidential system.
[Poul Rasmussen enters the room and Stefan Collignon introduces him to Mr Schmidt]
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Guy Verhofstadt: As regards to the Commission, Walter Hallstein was the first President and
everyone has told me that in fact he has been the best one. Is it true? We know nothing about that.
What was the beginning of the Commission?
Helmut Schmidt: The best one was firstly Jean Monnet and then secondly Jacques Delors.
Poul Rasmussen: The best Commission President we have ever had, Helmut Schmidt.
Danuta Hübner: But times were different.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, we said that times were different. It is not certain that with a Commission as
today, with twenty-seven members, he would do the same parcours, the same results. That’s true.
Poul Rasmussen: It’s different times now, Helmut Schmidt. We need a strong Europe but we have a
weak Europe.
Helmut Schmidt: I will remain to have the weak one.
Guy Verhofstadt: If you have a weak one, you can make a strong one out of it.
Helmut Schmidt: And we have to learn to take it and strive.
Poul Rasmussen: That’s true. Can I address you a question? We have a currency union which I find
now it could be a problem, in this recession, because we don’t have a financial economic union
which means that we are risking in a recession of this kind that the monetary policy has been too
dominant, while we don’t have a fiscal policy. What would you say?
Helmut Schmidt: I would say: “Bring it onto the table in twenty-five years time again”
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Perhaps it is too late then.
Helmut Schmidt: Take the mark as an example. If we had had a common fiscal policy you would
have had to change your labour market and you welfare state another time, radically. No, no, you
would have not accepted it and correctly so. You have organized your labour market and your
welfare state better than anybody else in Europe. Why should you give it up? You would not easily
accept a common fiscal policy. It’s not in the interest of Danish electorate.
Poul Rasmussen: The alternative is – as I see it now – a fragmentation of Europe. If you take
Greece, if you take Portugal, Ireland, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, partly because of their own
policies, partly because of the recession, you will see that the only way they can receive some help
is from the IMF. I think it’s a shame. Now we know, Helmut Schmidt, that behind the curtain
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France and Germany are beginning to discuss how they could help George Papandreou, but you
know it’s too late and we’re risking too little. And we’re risking that all the Greek people might say:
“What is Euro for us, at the end of the day?”. So that’s why my argument about having some
economic cooperation and coordination is absolutely vital and maybe we could say, Helmut
Schmidt, let’s make a new type of consensus. The business has never been so fond with public
sector as it does for the present. Even Angela Merkel here in Berlin, in Germany, loves the public
sector. What I fear, Helmut Schmidt, is that we will have a prolonged sluggish growth with
increasing unemployment because we cannot make a common strategy. We are the only ones in the
world who are talking about exit strategy now. In the US they don’t, in China they don’t, in Asia
they don’t, in G20 they don’t, even the IMF is warning about the exit strategy. And I feel that the
currency union is forcing us into an exit strategy because we don’t have an economic cooperation.
That’s my argument, Helmut Schmidt.
Helmut Schmidt: I have nothing to answer. I am the wrong addressee for your question. I’ve been
out of office for a quarter of a century now, so why are you addressing me?
[Schmidt asks Rasmussen about Anker Jørgensen]
Helmut Schmidt: By the way, is Anker Jørgensen still there?
Poul Rasmussen: I was waiting for that question, Helmut Schmidt. He is not so well, he has
problems with his back and his legs, he is in a caring centre now.
Helmut Schmidt: But is he ok up here? [indicating his head]
Poul Rasmussen: He’s ok. He talks a bit longer than he used to, but we all that weakness you know.
But he is ok, yes.
Helmut Schmidt: Thank you.

Poul Rasmussen: I’ll bring him your regards. I know you’re closed to each other. I was a little boy
when you came sailing into the Danish harbours at that time. And you always asked Anker: “How
are you, Anker?” and he appreciated that very much.
Helmut Schmidt: By the way, I meant what I said about the unbelievable good shape of the Danish
labour market and the Danish model of welfare state. It’s really outstanding. Much better than in
Sweden, for instance.
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Poul Rasmussen: Yes.
Helmut Schmidt: And much better than in Germany.
Poul Rasmussen: Yes.
Helmut Schmidt: Now, the question about the common European fiscal policy is just out of the
realistic possibilities. The greatest danger of the European countries is the fact that they have no
counterparts. They are even too independent. If they have a man like Jean Claude Trichet on top of
this European Central Bank, I am satisfied. But the next one may be less ingenious.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: He could be a German.
Guy Verhofstadt: He shall be a German. Axel Weber, normally, shall be the new head of the ECB
after Trichet. It’s a deal that has already been made between Merkel and Sarkozy.
Stefan Collignon: Weber as a successor.
Guy Verhofstadt: I don’t know the man, Axel Weber, from the CDU, of independent?
Angelica Schwall-Düren: I don’t know.
Guy Verhofstadt: Do independent people really exist?
Stefan Collignon: No, his party is called Bundesbank.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Yes, that’s true.
Guy Verhofstadt: Well, not so bad party.
Helmut Schmidt: I am always sceptical about taking somebody from the so-called Science of
Economics as a central banker.
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: I would rather have someone like Ciampi or Padoa-Schioppa.
All: Yes.
Guy Verhofstadt: Tommaso, yes. Enormous experience, politically and technically. But he’s an
exception: you don’t find many people like him who have an enormous experience as banker and at
the same time as politician. But Tommaso is a great man.
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Danuta Hübner: He was also official of the Commission, wasn’t he?
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, yes. He was Commissioner. He worked on the Basel rules, he was
responsible for that, he was Chairman of the organization which followed that, he worked at the
ECB, he was Minister of Finance in Italy.
Stefan Collignon: I want to ask you something very provocative, Mr Schmidt. I once had a
conversation with Karl Otto Pöhl and we were talking about the resistance of the Bundesbank to the
monetary union. And he said to me: “You have no idea how much fascist scum (Wie viel
faschistische Ungeziefer?) are in the basement of the Bundesbank”.
Helmut Schmidt: Yes, he is right, he was right. And he let himself to some degree be influenced a
little bit by this. No, I would say Bundesbank has done a very good job over sixty years, less than
sixty years, but they have never been thinking in European terms. Never. I once went as far as, in
the meeting of the Central Bank Council, threatening them of changing the Bundesbank law. I could
never have gone through this… But they felt threatened.
[everyone laughs]

Helmut Schmidt: No, they were thinking of themselves as the masters of the universe. Deutsche
National.
Stefan Collignon: You know, sometimes I talk about this identity issue. Jacques Delors, when he
was President of the Commission, before we had the Euro, he used to say: “Few Germans believe in
God, but all Germans believe in the Bundesbank”. And I say to people: “This means Helmut
Schmidt is not a German”.
[everyone laughs]
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Guy Verhofstadt: But, to come back, Poul, to your point on Greece… I think we have made an
enormous mistake over the last two months in Greece. Because what we have done is a club
currency, a monetary union which is pointing the finger to one of its members, creating a victim for
the capital markets in a way we have never done before. Because if it is a country outside the
Economic and Monetary Union, who cares? But it is a country inside the EMU and it goes like:
“You’re bad guys, you’ve got to do this and that”. And the consequence of that is an inflectional in
the whole Euro area, Portugal and Spain as well. And maybe a better way to handle this was the
opposite, so that the ECB and the European Commission would put together a package of measures
and impose it to Greece and then making a cordon around Greece and the Euro-zone in helping
them with their public debt. What’s the problem? The capital markets are coming in Greece by
increasing their interest rates on the banks.
Poul Rasmussen: And there’s an enormous anger now, I know, I’ve just recently been in Greece,
and you’ll see it all, there’s an enormous anger in Greece and in the southern parts of Europe,
saying: “Now these guys who made this financial crisis, who were paved out on the bank side but
also on the hedge funds side, these guys are now using their capacity to speculate against these
weaker economies”. Helmut Schmidt, I know of course well that you can’t blame for all, but you
can blame them for taking the point in such a way that these governments are really in trouble. You
should know that it’s the German government in Berlin who says “no” to coordination, “no” to this
package that you, Guy, are proposing, “no” to Euro-bonds. So I am not saying that everything
depends on Germany, but close to. And I am saying that Germany is doing a very short-term choice,
because Germany of course cannot seat with crossed arms looking at a fragmented Europe. In one
way or in another, this is also a German Europe and they have, they will have to help. My only
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point is that it is better to help at the right moment with the right measures than at the too late
moment with some much more fragmented measures. And I simply don’t understand what Berlin is
thinking right now. Well, I can understand from a political point of view and short-term point of
view, but I mean after all, Helmut Schmidt, they have economic advisors in Berlin, right? And some
of them are the same as for the former government.
Helmut Schmidt: I don’t think it’s my task to defend the German government. We have had several
governments, one after the other, some were better than the former one, some were worse. Same
might happen in Denmark sometimes in the future as well. This government is not very Europeanminded. I can’t help with it. If they listen to the economists, they would be even more nationalist,
by the way.
Stefan Collignon: The German economists.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But I think that, behind the scene, they know very well that they have to
do something and they will do something. German and French. But the problem is that we should
have a rule for coordination and general cooperation and not helping in such a crisis only. Then we
can…
Poul Rasmussen: …come back to the past practices.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Yes. That’s the problem, I think.
Guy Verhofstadt: You read it also in the press that France and Germany should seat together now to
find the measures to solve the problem. I find it incredible. So that’s my “Nation States problem” I
have. Two big countries of Europe shall solve the problem? No, it is Europe which has to solve the
problem. It’s the European Commission, it’s the ECB, which have to come forward. But that’s not
happening. What they are doing is: these countries, also Britain and other big countries, are saying
to the ECB and the European Commission not to intervene. And then, after a while, they shall come
forward with the so-called solution. And this is because, over the last twenty or thirty years,
intergovernmentalism has been leading this Europe. It’s still intergovernmentalism. At the end,
when you have to solve some important issues, well it’s the British with the French who are going
with their defence force I don’t know where in Africa. It’s not the Europe I have decided. Is it right
that France and Germany decide whether or not to give money to Greece? Is not Europe who is
deciding it? See, nothing has changed in Europe.
Stefan Collignon: I think there is an issue I would like to discuss a little bit. And maybe, Angelica,
you can report a little bit how you live this in Berlin. Because we have heard this evening from
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several people here – and I hear a lot as well – that Germany is becoming non-European, if not antiEuropean. It is becoming a block. How do you live this in Berlin?
Angelica Schwall-Düren: I think that there is a European speech at a superficial level, but behind
national interests are the ones to play the most important role at the European level. That’s the same
as France, I think. If Europe is ready to accept German rules or French rules, then that’s ok. But the
European added value isn’t seen and isn’t taken really seriously. That’s a problem.
Danuta Hübner: But, Angelica, do you think this is crisis related or is it something long-term…
Angelica Schwall-Düren: No, it’s long-term.
Poul Rasmussen: Angelica, on the other hand, I would say… Take Sigmar Gabriel: he came to the
Congress, Helmut Schmidt, the European Social-Democratic Congress in Prague and he spoke – in
my mind very openly said here – more European than I have heard for many years from an SPD
leader. To tell you the truth, he was more European-oriented than a couple of years ago. So in a
sense when I see SPD right now and the discussion we have in SPD on the renewal process of
social democracy in Europe, I am more optimistic than I was a couple of years ago. But I would like
to come back to one essence. Helmut Schmidt, I saw you on television on your 90th birthday. And I
saw your reflections about the powers on this planet. I’ve seen recently and been in discuss with
Pascal Lamy, the WTO Director-General. And he seems to me more and more that if we want to
regulate this planet – on economics, on climate and other things – maybe we should understand also
that to try to think that the others have to take our welfare democracy more and more I doubt this is
the way to go. From an anthropological point of view, we have to understand that these players also
in the G20 China – that you know very strongly from your own experience – India, USA, Europe,
Africa, to find a European common denominator, that’s a mistake, a mistake in the sense that it
leads us nowhere. I would rather say – and this is a question to you, Mr Schmidt, about your
experience and how you see it now – how can we promote a frame where Europe could play a
crystal role in promoting important decisions. I’m coming back to Guy Verhofstatd’s point: I feel to
agree that we need a stronger Europe in different senses, but just to finalize my point, Mr Schmidt,
the latest version I had from the G20 is: there are two divisions, the first division is China and the
US; the second division is all the others, maybe also the European Union. If they have one voice,
it’s a bit boring. If they have six voices, it’s even more boring. The point is that Europe has to play a
role, but also a smart and intelligent one.
Guy Verhofstadt: Was it the third class that you said, Mr Schmidt? It was not the second. You said
that we’re playing in the third division.
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Helmut Schmidt: Yes, I said that eventually it’ll be the third division. But Rasmussen is asking for
something that will not happen. The Europeans, particularly the Foreign Secretaries since
Maastricht, have created such a mess that you cannot easily get out of it. It may take at least ten
years, maybe twenty years, until the political élites in France, in Poland and in Germany (these are
the three key countries) understand what you have been pleading for. It may take twenty years and
then not by a new treaty but by actual doing they might create an inner core of the Union, maybe
consisting on seven, eight, nine governments, not many more than that, which are closely
cooperating with each other. And then the other nineteen, twenty, how many are they? But it may
take another decade or two. Right now you are in this institutional mess. You have at least three
Foreign Secretaries for the European Union, you have two Presidents for the European Union, you
have twenty-seven ambassadors in Brussels and 2700 loyalists for national industries. It will not
happen what you ask. And time has gone. We have spent too much interest in institutional
nonsense. Look at this financial crisis that we have not really overcome yet. We have avoided the
danger of a worldwide depression, but the financial crisis is not over and the crisis of how to pay for
the debt will only come and will be sorted partially by inflation, of course. And this will lead to new
controversies and new conflicts and therefore you just have to accept the facts of life. Take for
instance the last European elections. I’ve been a member of my Social Democratic Party that you
have mentioned a couple of minutes ago, since longer time as the Federal Republic does exist.
Against my conscience, at the European elections, I have voted for my party. But I don’t see any
sense in doing so, because they said just the same things that the Christian Democrats said and the
same things that the Liberals said. All of them said they are for Europe. That was not anything
concrete. Nothing more than that. And more or less the same in Denmark. And more or less the
same in Belgium. And more or less the same all over the places. Now we have to do with a bunch
of dilettantes. And we have to live with these dilettantes. You can’t change them.
Poul Rasmussen: Could I take you there? Could I ask you just there… Is the essence of what you
are saying… and I think that’s my believe he can talk for himself… I have believed for a very long
time… To make another thing for you clear, which will never come through unless in twenty-five
years… I have the role tonight Helmut Schmidt to make all the point which will not come through,
right? So let me try one more time.
Guy Verhofstadt: Division of labour.
Poul Rasmussen: Can I understand you in the following way? The reason why people don’t go out
to vote for the European Parliament elections is because all these talks are not connecting ordinary
people. The reason is that people don’t see clear choices, clear political choices. I feel – and this is
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why I am still President of the European Social Democratic Party – that in a good sense we need to
politicize the European Union. I think that’s why Guy is here, that’s why I am here…
Helmut Schmidt: But you have to do this in concrete examples
Poul Rasmussen: Yes, yes
Helmut Schmidt: One for instance could be Afghanistan. Another one could be supervision of
hedge funds or investment bankers. One could be the question of Iran and its alleged nuclear
weapons. You cannot talk in the abstract, you need concrete problems to solve. But then I come
back to that remark I made earlier: the European Parliament doesn’t exist. They know the problems
but they don’t have the guts to speak up.
Guy Verhofstadt: So we need to make a crisis this year. It’s true. If you want that this Parliament
exists and if you want that, based on the Lisbon Treaty, something changes in the next years, sorry
but you need a crisis, at a certain moment, with the Parliament saying I don’t know what, is it
financial supervision, is it swift or something else, I don’t know what, but you need it. Not because
it’s interesting to have a fight, but for the existence as such of Europe, because otherwise it’s again
five more years like the five past years.
Poul Rasmussen: I fully agree with you. Also as regards to the financial regulation question, you
may know that I myself have been very much involved in regulating hedge funds. So we have the
so-called Rasmussen Report in the Parliament which puts the basis, Helmut Schmidt, for the
Commission’s first proposal here. So maybe one important thing, I know Guy is of the same
fundamental opinion, could be that the Parliament should insist on a true regulation of the financial
markets.
Guy Verhofstadt: We have four Rapporteurs on this, they have for the first time already made a
statement, saying that what the Commission is proposing is not far enough. First time. I have been
trying for three months now to have them together, to make an agreement on this, saying “Ok, we
shall change, if there’ll be a fight with the Council, we’ll have a fight with the Council, or with
Ecofin”. I’m still not there. More then two months of working to have one common point of view of
the European Parliament on financial supervision, saying that we don’t want twenty-seven plus four
agencies for all this stuff and that we want one European authority. That’s normal, in financial
markets, if you need one authority, because financial projects are everywhere the same.
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Poul Rasmussen: One connected question… Helmut Schmidt, you are aware that during the
negotiations of the Nice Treaty there was a very strong discussion between Jacques Chirac, on the
one hand, and Gerhard Schröder, on the other hand. And this discussion was, among the others…
Helmut Schmidt: None of them had a European-minded vision.
Poul Rasmussen: Exactly. But my point was that they had two discussions. The first one was:
should Germany and France have the same number of votes in the Council, mirroring the difference
in the population? I had a long talk with Gerhard Schröder and he asked me: “Poul, why don’t you
try first?” And you know, I am a PM from a smaller country, so I tried first. And at the same time I
followed Jacques Chirac’s intervention. He insisted of course that Germany and France should have
the same number of votes in the Council, so Gerhard Schröder obtained a compromise: the
difference in the size between Germany and France should be mirrored in the European Parliament.
Which means a very strong big group in the Parliament across the parties that is the German
delegation. So to be again a bit reflexive on the whole issue, and coming back to my essence,
Helmut Schmidt, the very day when the SPD, I feel, raise and save, now we want to take all the
consequences of the fact that SPD must be a European leading party. That day will also have
consequences on what we want to have in the European Parliament due to this objective facts of
power.
Helmut Schmidt: I’m neither going to defend the German government nor my own political party. I
have no reasons to defend them against your charges. But it comes to my mind a prayer that has
been written during World War II by an American theologian by the name of Reinhold Niebuhr, it’s
a German name but he was an American. It’s called the “Serenity Prayer”, first published in an
army periodical of the USA Army during World War II. He asked the Lord three things. Number
one: give me the courage to change things that I can change. Secondly, he asked the Lord to give
him the serenity to live with things that he could not change. And thirdly he asked for the wisdom
to distinguish between the ones and the others. And you are asking for changes in a field which is
beyond your reach and certainly beyond mine. You have to accept the fact that we have made a lot
of nuisance out of the European Union and that we need between one and two decades to get out
from this mess. And Europe is not going to play a great role in the world strategically any more
again. The British will take longer than anybody else to understand this, but even they will come to
that conclusion by the end of this century.
[everyone laughs]
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Angelica Schwall-Düren: Allow me to ask you one question. In your opinion, what is the field in
which we could change things? Where should we take energy to change this European Union?
Helmut Schmidt: The question is always “we”. Of whom do we talk?
Angelica Schwall-Düren: We politicians on several levels, in different European countries, we
“European-minded people”.
Helmut Schmidt: Find a leader that you wish to follow. Or other two or three leaders.
Danuta Hübner: Back to leadership.
Helmut Schmidt: Who are the ones who have shown an outstanding quality of judgement plus an
outstanding courage to speak their mind? They’re none right now. If you want to create somebody
like that, it takes you one night plus at least thirty years of education… Now the situation is bad but
on the other hand – I repeat myself – we are living in peace, which is an enormous change, as if
compared with the first half of the 20th century, as if compared with the 19th century. It is something
that we did not foresee fifty years ago. It’s an enormous change, so let us be satisfied with that
change. We even have a common currency, it hadn’t happened since 1914. It does have its dangers,
it does have its risks, certainly so, but we have made an enormous progress, not in the last twenty
years, not since Maastricht. And we have to live for a couple of years, maybe decades, with the
mistakes that have been made with Maastricht. But we cannot remake Maastricht. And we cannot
remake the Lisbon Treaty either.
All: Sure.
Helmut Schmidt: And even if you have the best will in the world, you’ll have to live with this
treaty, but it means that the Union will not function.
Guy Verhofstadt: But we can make the best out of it. I’m coming back to the story of Altiero
Spinelli, who was a great politician in Italy and went to the European Parliament, when the EP was
nothing at all, it wasn’t even an advisory body. And everybody was asking him: “What are you
doing there?” And he made it, he started totally alone his fights for that. And it became the
European Parliament because his action gave the European Parliament some decision-making
powers, very little at the beginning. So it is possible to change things.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: The monetary union was also an utopia once.
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Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but as we are acting now with Greece I don’t think it’s the right example to
give at the moment.
Danuta Hübner: No, the problem is that Economic and Monetary Union was create to avoid crises,
to prevent this from happening. Now we don’t have capacity to solve them when they have
happened.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, on the defensive it’s already positive, on the offensive not yet. But on the
defensive side, it’s true.
Poul Rasmussen: Helmut Schmidt, I hope you’ll forgive us, but when you ask us just to live for the
next two decades with things as they simply are, you’re asking for too much.
[everyone laughs]
Helmut Schmidt: In this case, you have to change yourself.

Poul Rasmussen: Helmut Schmidt, if you don’t fight you don’t count, you know that.
Stefan Collignon: I want to appeal to your wisdom, because you say to them that the European
Parliament needs to make a crises. You have listed a number of areas, Afghanistan, supervision,
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Iran and others. From your instinct, as a political animal, what is the most powerful thing to make a
crisis about, that is understandable by people?
Helmut Schmidt: I would have to think about that question, because I don’t have an answer and it
needs some analysis. But there are several issues you could take. I have mentioned three or four of
them. Which one is the most inviting? I don’t know. I would need a lot of thinking.
Stefan Collignon: For example, financial supervision would be abstract to many people.
Helmut Schmidt: Take for instance – to give you a third one – China. You read in the papers that
Obama is thinking of receiving the Dalai Lama. At the same time, you read in the papers that the
American government has agreed to enormous delivery of weapons to Taiwan. Now these things
are unfriendly acts against China and what is the point about that? If I were in the European
Parliament, I could think of creating a great debate about the way how to behave vis-à-vis a
civilization that is four thousand years old. And, by the way, this State is representing almost
1.400.000.000 human beings. But you wouldn’t hear a word from the EP about it. You wouldn’t
hear a word about the behaviour of the present Pope vis-à-vis Islam. You wouldn’t hear a word
from the EP about Afghanistan and Pakistan. What you may hear is a few words on how to control
the financial markets. That’s the only subject they have to some degree addressed, but not in the
provocative manner. They’re just behaving as if all of them were diplomats.
Stefan Collignon: And what would you recommend the Parliament should say about Afghanistan?
Helmut Schmidt: That’s another question I could give you a letter of twenty-eight points. [everyone
laughs] The first thing is: tell the Americans that, in 2300 years, there has never existed a stable
Afghanistan, not any longer than twenty years.
Guy Verhofstadt: Was it a British invention?
Helmut Schmidt: The word Afghanistan has existed for 200 years now. Formally the borders have
been created in 1893 or so by a British colony. The former name, since the medieval age, was
Turkistan. You had East Turkistan – nowadays it is the Chinese province of Xinjiang – and you had
West Turkistan, including present Turkmenistan and reaching into present Turkey. And within the
present borders of Afghanistan you had at least twelve, maybe fifteen, different peoples. The
greatest one were the Pashtun, who were about 25 million in the world, 10 million of them lived on
Afghani soil, 15 million Pashtuns lived on Pakistani soil, but in the so-called tribal areas, which
means they lived in the parts of Pakistan where the central government of Islamabad has nothing to
say, more or less autonomous. So, we had a divided people, like Germany was divided, divided
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since more than a hundred years. The West didn’t understand this fact of life. The West doesn’t
understand that there are more than two thousand open borders between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Two thousand and three hundred open borders, some of them with high mountains of 6000 metres
high, some of them even 7000 metres, and some of them rather hilly landscape, stone desert and
steppes. So, the first thing to do is to understand the facts. To understand, for instance, that parts of
Afghanistan which tend spiritually and “civilizationally” towards Iran, others towards Kirghisia,
others towards Uzbekistan, others towards other countries north of the Hindu Kush. Making war
against Al Qaeda might have been an understandable reaction to that enormous crime in the south
of Manhattan. Making war against Taliban was less prudent. Leading this war nowadays is creating
the idea that we’re the enemies from the West and doesn’t make any sense. And why does the EP
keep its mouth shut about this? You would say you lack competences, I would say you lack
courage, because you could speak up but you don’t do it. So don’t blame governments for your own
non-action. I was believing, when we created direct Europeans elections, we didn’t need a new
treaty, we just did it, it was Giscard’s idea and I went along. I then had the maybe idealistic
conviction that if you created an elected parliament it would by itself speak up and create its own
powers. But you didn’t do it, it is now more than thirty years ago, you didn’t do it, now it is rather
late, because you’re already the third or forth generation in that Parliament.
Guy Verhofstadt: And very young, it’s six months. I started in politics when I was twenty-eight
years old and I was nine years Prime Minister and than I discovered totally the European universe,
that’s true. And I agree at 99% with what you said. The question is also that there is a European
Parliament which is not behaving as a European Parliament, because it is still based on national
elections, Mr Chancellor, it has still national elections, where we are voting for Belgian
representatives, Polish representatives, German representatives…
Danuta Hübner: …and then we represent those interests.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: It’s a problem also of parliamentarian groups.
Guy Verhofstadt: That’s the first thing. And then the second thing – I’m coming back to that – as a
Liberal it’s not easy, taxation. A Parliament which can say “no” to give money to the executives has
got power. A Parliament which has not this possibility, to raise taxation and so on, hasn’t got
power.
Helmut Schmidt: What is the institutional power of the Parliament vis-à-vis the budget of the
Commission?
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Danuta Hübner: Now it’s gross.
Guy Verhofstadt: Now it’s complete, for the first time, so we have never had until now a real full
power on the budget. Now we have it, for the first time, in 2010.
Helmut Schmidt: Well, I hope you’ll use that power.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, I have already put a number of things here and every time I shall use it I
shall remember… Oh, what led me to say this?...
Angelica Schwall-Düren: You’ll remember that Helmut Schmidt said these things.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, and I shall say I have supported the PP and I have supported the Socialists…
It’s true, you have to take your power, you never receive it in politics, it doesn’t exist…
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But the question of taxation is a very hard one. You know, in my party I
am the one of the few people defending this idea, that the European Parliament or the European
Union should have their own resources. That’s very difficult, I always try to put this idea forward
little by little, because I think it is essential.
Guy Verhofstadt: The Chancellor knows that, in the beginning of the European Union, its budget
was small but it was based on own resources, such as rights of indirect taxation, which were
transferred directly to the Union. And it was only with Margaret Thatcher and the British rebate that
we have made from that national contributions. And we have destroyed there the European
philosophy, because if you base it on national contributions everyone is talking about just that too:
“I’m paying too much, I’m receiving too little”
Poul Rasmussen: Own resources is the only way.
Guy Verhofstadt: The only way. It’s a complete nonsense to have a Union based on national
contributions, that cannot work.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: French Socialists are calling for 2% of the GDP for the European Union,
but I’m not sure how to manage this really in concrete, if you have a Socialist President, would it be
possible to make it without own resources of the EU? Or Poland? It’s not only Germany the
problem.
Guy Verhofstadt: And the second way to finance is Euro-bonds. Every State which respects itself
has a public debt. Europe has to have a public debt, that’s my impression, and than you can do
something.
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Angelica Schwall-Düren: That’s even harder.
Poul Rasmussen: Helmut Schmidt, a new point I would like to mention to you, which may sound
like a new little chance for progress in the European Union. We’ve got Van Rompuy now as
President of the European Council which means on the one hand that, if the Prime Ministers had
known it before, they would have never recommended the new treaty, because now they’re not
playing the first role any longer during their period of six months. There’s Van Rompuy now. The
second point is that he seems to be very ambitious, in the good sense, on behalf of the EU, which
makes me a little optimistic. You have to look at the new points and he’s one of them. So what I try
to say is that there is a play between the Member States in the Council, the Parliament and the
Commission, which on the one hand seems to have changed a bit, in the sense that the Commission
risks being limited in its powers compared to the European Council now, but on the other hand if
Van Rompuy understands you ask for some leaders – this is what I’m trying to respond to – he’s not
a classical leader in the sense that he is a speaker, he is strong, he is charismatic, but he is very wise,
as I feel. And I’m just saying that there are some indications that maybe, with some help from the
Parliament, we can get a move on the governments to make some more coordinated decisions. The
first Council meeting we have, under the new treaty, is down on the 11th February and there is one
point in the agenda, that will be the economics and jobs and Greece. So I’m just saying – as I know
you are, Guy – I’m using quite a lot of time, you know, Helmut Schmidt, to bring our governments
together in a sort of common wider strategy to the Council and you are doing the same, Guy, so I
hope that these new voices can help us a little bit forward. My second point about the Parliament is
this: you cannot expect that the European Parliament will be offensive in the sense we all want it
around this table, unless also the governments begin to act. The German delegation (of whatever
political colour) is saying: “Germany first and Europe next” and that goes for many of the
delegations. As you described before, Guy, if you wish to have a strong European Parliament –
again I’m coming back to another point – we need to be more party-political than we were.
Helmut Schmidt: About the last point, I’m not so sure. Take the case of Afghanistan or the case of
the control of globalized financial markets. I don’t see any sense in political parties playing their
role in these fields.
Poul Rasmussen: I do.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but I am not sure you can create with that a stronger Parliament. For the
moment, for example, in my experience of these first six months, I’m trying on the countries to
have positions, we’re going beyond my own political group, because in a Parliament of 735
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members if you want to change something, I can tell you, you have to work. You need 373
members to change something, to have a majority. In these 373 people to have majority you need at
least fifteen countries, because it’s based also on national delegations at the same time. So I am
more of the idea that we need to put together those who really want to make the difference and
make a more powerful Europe, against those who are in fact against this idea. Take for example
financial supervision, Poul. Financial supervision on this is a question of pro-Europe or thinking
that’s still national authority which shall deal with it. That’s the real difference. Naturally, you shall
say we need more regulation, we as Liberals shall say less regulation, but how to organize this
regulation is the key issue in Europe for the moment. Are you still doing this at a national level?
What hasn’t worked? No national authority has worked during this crisis. Still the proposal on the
table is to continue with these institutions which didn’t work. So I said: “No, you need one”. Like in
the US, exactly the same discussion down there between Republicans and Democrats, about one
authority or several authorities. We may not have the same vision on how the regulation has to
work, that’s true, but at the end it goes to the question: “Are we federalists, are we in favour of a
communitarian method, giving more power to European institutions or are we in fact camouflaged
nationalists?
Poul Rasmussen: But, Guy, you’re talking about what’s going on in the room of realistic
negotiations to obtain a compromise. I agree. But the Parliament is more than that. The Parliament
is also opinion building. In face of politics you need to have a program. If you want to increase the
turn-out, the participation to the European elections you need to have a choice. People don’t care if
they don’t have a choice. Why do people go out to vote for their national parliaments? That’s
because they care about which political colour of the majority they are going to have. Don’t reduce
the EP to a working machine room to obtain compromises. Take for instance, Guy, financial
transaction acts. My idea is that there’s a sort of understanding in your group, we are very strong on
that, we can insist on the financial transaction acts, we are not so naïve to think that this can solve
all the problems, not at all, but there are many good reasons that financial transaction acts could be
an important step forward. Now, I’m asking… Imagine if we in the Parliament could make a
compromise of the same type as we did when we came to the climate package. I mean, one of the
optimistic messages to you tonight, Helmut Schmidt, is that there was a European Parliament which
defined the twenty goals on the climate package. The situation in the European Council was they
could not agree and therefore at the end they made the choice: “Ok, let’s take the compromise in the
Parliament”. So, I would not leave you without saying there are some positive signs that the
Parliament can take some stand points, if we prepare things. But, even if we have our different
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points of departure, politics is also choices before compromises. If politics weren’t also choices,
well, it would be losing interest.
Koert Debeuf: If I might say one more thing about this, choices are of course important, but choices
without power are quite useless. People don’t like to choose among different choices if power is not
there. I think right now it’s a perfect moment to create that power. By choosing Van Rompuy,
Ashton and having two Presidents and three Secretaries of Foreign Affairs, as you say, the Council
is making itself weaker, because it has more people and so the Council is becoming weak and I
think that in fact right now the Commission is working in the same way as it did last time. So it’s
now the moment to make the Parliament more important and to create some crises right now. And
Swift might be the first one and then the next ones might come. Creating some crises, I think that
the power will be greater and choices will be more interesting as well. Take one argument which
was used to the Americans who are negotiating about Swift and saying “But this is important for
us” and we said: “But would US Senate accept not having information and being treated like the
European Parliament is treated by the European Council?”. And they said: “Of course not”. Because
if US Senate doesn’t agree and it’s treated it in a bad way, it just votes “no”. Whereas, the European
Parliament for years has said: “Ok, we vote yes”. Now this is changing, even if I see that the
Council hasn’t understood it yet, I think it may come quite fast. So I think this is indeed the moment
to have this little parliamentary revolution, as Mr Schmidt has said. I think this is the only engine to
go forward, so I do absolutely agree and I’m quite confident that this can happen.
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Stefan Collignon: I would like to add another point to this. The way the President of the Council
Van Rompuy was chosen and the nature of the personality, as one of you rightly said, is a sign of
weakening of the Council. Now, both of you have spent eight or nine years at the Council so you
obviously know it well from within. But if you understand that it’s a weakening of the Council that
is happening, it is a good sign for the Lisbon Treaty, because it means the power must move to the
Commission. And your role in the Parliament would be to privilege the Commission and to
strengthen it as your counterpart rather than being obsessed with the Council.
Guy Verhofstadt: I don’t think so. The Commission is the Commission and I don’t see a game of
power of the Commission in the near future. I don’t see it. I think that the European Parliament,
based on the Lisbon Treaty, because there is now co-decision over most competences, can’t give
power, because it’s co-decision, simply because it’s the Parliament which has to say “yes” or “no”
on topics where in the past we did not even have a say. So that’s a change. But with this
Commission I don’t think there will be big difference with the previous Commission.
Helmut Schmidt: You need to push this Commission.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, but my feeling is that, at the end, also this Commission is under the
supervision of the Council. I don’t see a big difference.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Not only the Council, but also the national governments.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, national governments. Take for example competition. Competition is an
important thing. Competition is one of the key things of the internal move for the working of the
EU and the Commission. And it was really about to say “Ok, that’s not possible”. I’m a little bit
anxious about this.
Poul Rasmussen: It was a nasty choice of Barroso to give Almunia this area.
Guy Verhofstadt: Secondly, the division of labour inside the Commission - as Mrs Hübner said – is
all designed to have a presidential system, in which the President can negotiate with big countries
the things. So, if there is something, he takes the phone: Merkel, Sarkozy, Brown, maybe
Berlusconi when it concerns Italy, but not many times I think. And the he is deciding. What we’re
trying now to do is trying to organize ourselves inside the Commission the policy making. Because
when there is policy making necessary, Poul, it is inside the Commission.
Danuta Hübner: But the Treaty clearly gives all this power to the President of the Commission, he
can do whatever he wants to.
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Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, I know, so if he and a big country are making deals, they will make the deal.
So, I don’t think the big change is there. The big change is a possible change in the attitude of the
Parliament which has new power. If tomorrow there is a new Swift agreement, we can make
amendments to it, we can change it, we can say: “No, we don’t want it like this”. That’s the battle
now. The battle is that they approve it on 30th November so that we have just the power to say yes
or no and we have said: “No, no, we have these conditions. So if you want a “yes”, these are the
conditions to fulfil, as we have these new powers thanks to the new treaty”. That’s new. On
Afghanistan, I agree with Mr Chancellor, we have to do this, but it’s new for the Parliament,
because on foreign policy we talk about this but we have no competence.
Helmut Schmidt: You have any competence…
Guy Verhofstadt: …that you take…
Helmut Schmidt: …that you take by your own decision. Any competence. Maybe the competence is
lacking up here.
Guy Verhofstadt: That’s possible, but that is happening for fifty-six years now…
[everyone laughs]
Poul Rasmussen: Could I ask you a question about this dilemma? The national State – as I see it
now – is stronger than for many years. And this is a dilemma, because we need to have something
more than a national State. The national State is also stronger due to globalization and the
discussion we have had tonight on these issues. When someone arose a provocative question to you,
your answer was: “Well, give me two decades and maybe something will happen”. My question to
you is: if that is the case, then the basis for the changes shouldn’t they be created in the Nation
State? And I’m coming back, Mr Chancellor, to my fundamental point: if you take the European
Social Democratic Party now, we are trying to develop the next strategy. In the past five years, we
used to lose a lot of energy to be visible at the European level. And that has been partly done. Now
we have decided, in the next five years, to use a lot of energy to be more relevant in the national
party concert. Helmut Schmidt, I will need all the European Committees and all the national
Parliaments, I will make provocations to all the national parties and the Executive Committees. I’m
coming back to my fundamental point: we can have all the European institutions we could dream
of, but the changes – as you were saying at the beginning, when I just came – will come the day we
create certain circumstances with national peoples, Parliaments, governments. Is that something you
think it’s relevant or would you say: “Let time pass until…”
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Helmut Schmidt: I come back to my old idea: you have to provoke public opinion and you have to
provoke national governments. If you don’t do it, you will remain unimportant. Take Guantanamo
as an example: read again all those grand speeches that Obama has been doing since the middle of
2008. And what has he accomplished so far, except the Nobel Prize for peace from the Norwegian
peace community? What has he achieved in Guantanamo, asking all of us to take some of these
prisoners? Why not ask the Parliament or the American President to keep these people inside their
own country? Nobody speaks up. Anybody knows that he is not doing what he had promised to do.
So you must not be astonished if nobody takes you for being serious. Same goes for Abu Ghraib
and all his offer thing. If you just take it as a fact of life, ok. But then you must not be astonished if
nobody otherwise is listening while you talk about competition.
Guy Verhofstadt: Two strategies: to be provocative towards nation States in what we are doing at
the European level or to do what you are saying we have to go back to the nation States to reeducate them in political European thinking.
Poul Rasmussen: Or in a sense, both.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, both. That’s what you said, Poul, the last thing. I’m a bit sceptical on the
second point.
Stefan Collignon: I want to ask you another question, Mr Schmidt. We’ve heard several time this
evening about this idea of going beyond the Nation State. In your old days, when you were
Chancellor, you always insisted that European integration was the national interest of Germany.
What we’re hearing now is we need to go beyond the national interest. Is that utopian? And when
we hear from Angelica that the Germans are now thinking of what is more important to the German
Nation state than to Europe, are they forgetting their interest?
Helmut Schmidt: You have to take into account that there is a basic difference in the global
situation between the year 2010 or the year 2001, on the one side, and the years of the Cold War, on
the other side. In the beginning of the evening, when we were in the other room, I’ve been asked
about the reasons for European integration and I said there were two major reasons. Number one: to
build a barrier against Soviet expansion for which purpose you needed, among other things, German
soldiers and German guns. And number two: to never let the Germans come up on top again. The
first of these two reasons is gone. The first of the two reasons for Churchill in his famous Zurich
speech of 1946 has gone. And at the same time it has weakened the force behind European
integration and has strengthened the revival of nationalism. It isn’t any longer necessary to be afraid
of Soviets and their twenty rockets. They don’t exist anymore. The Soviet Union doesn’t exist
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either. The Soviet Army is one of the weakest armies in the world right now, except for their
rockets and except for their submarines and their planes. So, as a major change, also in the minds of
the normal people in the street, they have understood that they’re not in danger by the Russians. At
the same time, this has weakened the impetus for integration and at the same time it has enabled
national identities to become more important than they used to be important as long as the Cold
War was on and we were really in danger by the Soviet Union. So, it’s another world and you
cannot compare something which my generation did in my time with what the present generation is
doing in its times. It’s a different world. For instance, China didn’t play a role, nobody calculated
China at that time, perhaps with two or three exceptions, like Henry Kissinger and Dick Nixon. Full
stop. Two exceptions only. But nowadays anybody – and correctly so – thinks about China and they
start to think about India. They haven’t understood that by the year 2050 Indians will be
1.500.000.000 people. They still have to understand this. But they are beginning to understand that
this is a different world. Take the fact, for instance, that before the year 1972-1973, when the
Bretton Woods system of currencies collapsed, not a single hedge fund did exist on this globe.
Since then they have much room into becoming an enormous powerful source of conflict. It’s a
different world and it needs possibly answers that we have not been thinking of in 1975 or 1976.
The world is changing very quickly. Never ever have we seen such a velocity of technological
progress. Never ever. The so-called electronic age is not just a newspaper story, it’s a fact. It’s a fact
that you move around billions and billions and billions of dollars or euro on a single day. Every day
about five to six times as higher sums altogether than the daily trade in goods and services. It’s
possible only due to electronics, two satellites which connect the computers between Shanghai and
Beijing and also between Shanghai and New York City and also between New York City and
Tokyo and also between Beijing and Wall Street. All the young people around this world have their
mobile phones; when they come home from school you see them on the streets talking some
nonsense to their friends. That’s not so bad, but it shows the enormous change in our society. Take
the take over of electronic media on the newspapers. Nobody is necessarily reading newspapers
nowadays. All the great newspapers are vanishing and losing audience, which may form
superficiality in the minds of consumers of news. Present day societies are much more superficially
oriented than they were in my time. Every day one newspaper collapses in the United States. Every
Monday a newspaper collapses in Europe. We have much less serious papers nowadays in Europe
than we had thirty years ago. We have much less serious commentators than we had thirty years
ago. We all have become more superficial, thinking about the next day or the next elections. Take
Mrs Merkel as an example, for Rasmusssen’s charges. She is a highly gifted tactical animal but in
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no way has she ever started to think about strategy. She’s a tactical animal and this is the product of
present day circumstances. You have to be a tactical animal if you wish to prevail in the elections.
Poul Rasmussen: Yes, I agree totally.
Guy Verhofstadt: Strategic thinking is in fact not counting in politics today, because the way
politics is going is too fast with audio-visible media, the radio, the television, the internet and so on.
It’s like a good speech in the time, in the Bundestag or in the Parliament, that’s worth something, a
speech of one hour. A speech of one hour? When the best speech you’ve ever made is even not
counting. It’s the one line of thirteen words that counts. So Churchill today… sorry but… no future
for him.
Guy Verhofstadt: I want only say that there’s one more element… In this world what are we doing?
There is no worry about polar wars, so there is not possible attack of the Soviet Union, so there’s
not a reason to build Europe.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But there are other challenges.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, there are other challenges, but we are not aware of them. The other challenge
is the loss of economic wealth and economic power in a multi-polar world, because of the Chinese
and so on…
Angelica Schwall-Düren: The European social model…
Guy Verhofstadt: But you can only see that in the mid or in the long term. We don’t see it
immediately. That’s a loss which will show off in ten or fifteen years. My prediction is that for at
least ten years we shall see economic stagnation in Europe. Like in Japan. Japan had a real estate
crisis in the ‘90s, it has a banking crisis, it didn’t solve the banking crisis and it had economic
stagnation until now. That means between 0% and 2% economic growth during stagnation. We in
Europe will face exactly the same thing as Japan: ten-fifteen years of economic stagnation. And
only after that, Poul, because you asked when we shall react, at the end, when we shall see after ten
or fifteen years, losing our power in the world, losing our wealth in a social economic model, than
we shall say: “Maybe it’s not the Nation state that can solve the problem”. Than we can have a
chance with the European Union.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: But we don’t have so much time.
Guy Verhofstadt: I know, but I’m only saying what my fear is. Maybe we make a revolution in the
European Parliament to say: “No, no, this cannot happen”. But it’s not only me who predicted it. If
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you take your computer and you open the website of the IMF led by Strauss-Kahn. They predict
what’s the wealth in the next four-five years in the world: before the crisis, during the crisis and
since the crises. And they have put in their website all the plans: Obama’s plan, the Chinese
recovery plan and then the twent-seven European plans (if you can use this name). What you can
see in 2007 is wealth everywhere, in 2009 crisis and recession everywhere, and than you see 2011,
2012, 2013 overall recovery, except for one place in the world: Western Europe. We shall not
recover, because they don’t resolve their banking problem, which is a much bigger problem in
Europe than in the US, because we have 1 Euro on capital, but 15 Euro of debt, while in the US it’s
only 1 to 30. We don’t resolve it and we have no credible recovery plans. On the contrary, we have
already started talking about exit strategy, at this moment, when we have not 1% of economic
growth.
Danuta Hübner: We haven’t started it, the ECB started it.
Guy Verhofstadt: Exactly, exactly. We start an exit strategy when there is not economic recovery.
Because the end of the recession doesn’t mean the beginning of the recovery. That’s an enormous
misunderstanding.
Poul Rasmussen: I understand that you’ve been discussing Swift earlier on today…
Guy Verhofstadt: No, no, no, we shall not approve it anyway…
Poul Rasmussen: My point was another one. Looking for the dramas in the Parliament, could one
imagine the following drama? (and I look at Guy now) The Growth and Stability Pact was created
as a child belonging to the family of the Economic and Monetary Union. You can’t have a monetary
union without… you know the arguments. But the Growth and Stability Pact was also created to
ensure that the bad guys in the classroom behaved. Which is equal to say that this Growth and
Stability Pact was a sort of frame to ensure that the pupils in the classrooms all behaved. Now, this
was good in the time when we didn’t have such an asymmetric shock and a recession shock. So, I’m
just saying – as an economist – that you cannot use the Growth and Stability Pact in a situation
where the whole European Union is hit by a global recession. Why doesn’t the EP say that now this
is the fact? Now, Angela Merkel may not like it, but we need to have some time to recover and it
would be deadly devastating to insist that every member country within the Euro-zone should have
to leave up to the Growth and Stability Pact within one year or one year and a half from now.
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Helmut Schmidt: I would agree with that proposal, but I have one question. I am not quite sure if
my information is complete but as far as I remember the Growth and Stability Pact is not a pact of
international law, there’s no ratified treaty.
Guy Verhofstadt: It’s only binding for the Euro-zone countries.
Helmut Schmidt: Yes, it’s binding only for governments, not for countries…
Guy Verhofstadt: …and the ECB has some instruments…
Helmut Schmidt: …and so far it’s a weak pact. The tendency of the pact was ok, but it’s a weak
thing. I have one point for you. When I tried to depict the change of societies in the last twenty
years, I left out a point, which is important to Rasmussen: the fact that all the Socialist and Social
Democratic parties have been the offspring of the labour movement and the revolution of labour,
proletarians. Today, out of a hundred employees in Germany, hardly thirty are proletarians. Seventy
others are sitting in offices, in front of their computers. Which makes a totally different psychology
of the individual and of the masses. You don’t have a labour movement any longer. This was the
base of Socialist parties. And this basis has gone. And if the Socialist parties want to live on, they
have to redefine the essence of their existence.
Poul Rasmussen: Yes, that’s what we have decided to try to do, Helmut Schmidt, at our Congress,
in December, in Prague. We call it, together with Jacques Delors, you should know that, the
progressive society project, to try to renew our social democracy. And we’re scheduling now – just
for your background information – that the next two years will be focusing on how to renew this
fundamental idea of what social democracy is and how to become relevant for broader groups of
people in Europe, as compared to the situation we are now. But of course, you know, I often use the
word “sandwich” because every party in Europe is competing in a sense with social democracy and
some of them are smarter than we have been. I mean, the way Angela Merkel talks about social
welfare state, it was her who prolonged the part-time (Kurzarbeit) and, you know, there’s an
attraction in this consensus oriented social policy, which social democracy has been based on and
still is. So, I’m coming back again to you saying in one way or another I look at it in the sense that
hundreds years ago our fathers and founders of the social democratic ideals and ideas didn’t have
fixed ideas or so about the construction, they just started in a sense. And I feel in a sense that we are
there one more time, with one structural difference: the changes you talked about – also the
globalization – which were not there at that time. We created the welfare state as a national based
welfare state. Now I feel we have to understand – as he indicated – that Europe is unique in the
sense that we are a very small exception of welfare state here. You have Australia…
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Helmut Schmidt: By the way, the European welfare state is the greatest cultural achievement of the
Europeans in the 20th century.
Poul Rasmussen: I agree.
Helmut Schmidt: But in the meantime things have changed enormously. Fifty years ago, out of a
hundred living Germans ten of them were living on state guaranteed pensions. Nowadays 25% of
the living Germans are living on state guaranteed pensions. Or, to turn it a bit around, when
Bismarck introduced pension system (and then he called it “Invalidenversicherung”) – it was 1889
– just before he was thrown out of the office, at that time, men had their first pension at their 70st
birthday, which practically meant that they didn’t get a penny because they were dead since long,
only their widows did get a couple of pennies. Nowadays, on average in this country, people get
their first pension when they are sixty-one years old, but nowadays they get older and older and
they even become ninety-one years old and still hold up their hands. I repeat what I said earlier: you
Danes have dealt with this problem better than anybody else in Europe, you did a marvellous job,
more or less with some cooperation from the Social Democrats in Denmark. But even for you it is
true that you don’t have a labour movement any longer. It’s withering away. And what is even
worse is the fact that there is no longer an Arbeiterbildungsbewegung.
Poul Rasmussen: And still the organizations of percentage, let me give my defence, on the labour
unions in my country is still around 72%.
Guy Verhofstadt: In Belgium too. Even more than that.
Helmut Schmidt: This is a membership for labour unions. But it doesn’t mean that 72% are
workers.
Poul Rasmussen: No, no, they are minority.
Helmut Schmidt: And you were very prudent in the way in which you organized the unemployment
insurance, in which you organized the labour market. Much better than anybody else. Second best
Austria. Third best the Netherlands.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Germany tried to cope with it, but they failed.
Poul Rasmussen: When I came to power, you know, I introduced these old new ideas, Helmut
Schmidt, on rights and duties, rights and obligations, because there was a need to reform the
unemployment benefit system. It was very generous, you know, you could have it for ten years,
without doing anything. So what I did was to shorten the unemployment benefit period down to five
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years and then four years and then filling the four years with an exceptionally high group of
activities, so that you could have your unemployment benefit, but at the same time you had to take
your education, take your up skills, take your qualifications, take your jobs. If you didn’t do that,
then you couldn’t have your benefits, you see? And that is what we call today “flexsecurity”, as you
know, which I think is the key of a modern labour market, ensuring social security on the one hand
and flexibility on the other hand. If we could do that on a broader scale, we would have an
enormous improvement.
Helmut Schmidt: You would have to change many people’s mind.
Guy Verhofstadt: Yes, certainly in Southern Europe. Every Liberal Party or Conservative Party
which tried to copy your ideas has been attacked by all the Socialists everywhere… And then we
said: “Yes, but it’s Rasmussen, you know, Poul”… “Yes, yes, we know, in Denmark politics is
always Rasmussen” [everyone laughs] But it didn’t count. But that is true: everybody has used the
Danish example, in every country, in every of Latin Europe and never succeeded. Because it has
also something to do with mentality, I think, Poul. And it’s quite difficult to say – in Naples, I
should say, in the South of Italy – what flex security is, they shall not understand it, they’ll say:
“No, we don’t want it”.
Poul Rasmussen: Yes, I mean, Helmut Schmidt, another point is… These things take time and one
should not have the dream that everyone could take this and copy it. It’s more the fundamental
thinking that you have to change.
Guy Verhofstadt: And you have to adapt it to tradition, legislation, circumstances…
Helmut Schmidt: You have one great advantage in Denmark over the Belgians, over the French,
over the Germans and it is the fact that with the exception of one ship owner otherwise you don’t
have big trusts, you don’t have greedy managers your society is much more wealthy than the
German society or the Belgian society, due to the fact that all your industries are middle sized and
your business is of middle size and thereby competition is working good.
Guy Verhofstadt: We cannot all emigrate to Denmark, that’s not possible…
Poul Rasmussen: But there’s another sign of Denmark now, Helmut Schmidt, which is that – as you
know – 98% of the Danes are living in Denmark. And this is a problem, in the sense that each time
when they see someone with another colour or another language they react. Or I would rather say –
which I regret very much – that the last two Rasmussen II and Rasmussen III (I’m number one, as
you know) have used an extreme party, the People’s Party… Which means that if you are Muslim
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and you come to Denmark, it’s very difficult. And as you know the cartoons that have followed
the... I’m really regretting what’s happening. We’re trying to come back, of course, but I think that
it shows also what you told us about the modern times and the fear factor which is transforming so
rapidly all our societies. We need to find new answers to this fear factor of change, which is a part
of our daily life.
Stefan Collignon: Let’s see, Christian, what is this law on women’s veil, the burka, in France?
Angelica Schwall-Düren: That’s interesting.
Helmut Schmidt: May I change the subject just for a five minute question to our Polish friend? I
think one of the greatest problems of the Europeans as a whole has to do with the Polish fear of the
Russians and at the same time the Polish fear of the Germans. The Germans want to be (most of us)
good neighbours to Poland. At the same time, due to what we have learned from history, we want to
be good neighbours of Russia. And yet it seems almost impossible to have good neighbourhood
with Poland and at the same time with Russia. What would you answer to this question?
Danuta Hübner: Well, you know, we in Poland have been extremely unhappy with your Chancellor,
Mr Schröder, when he contacted Russia on some issues which were important for Poland, without
even stopping for a while in Warsaw. And then I remember the enthusiasm in Poland when Mrs
Merkel said, in one of her speeches, it was the end of the German-Russian relations above the heads
of the Poles. And that showed how sensitive in fact the Poles still are to this relation. But the same
happened when… I remember photos of Mr Chirac meeting with Putin (or whoever) and in Poland
they were making the first pages in the newspapers, so you’re absolutely right, this is an extremely
sensitive issue. But it’s also, I think, obsession and a kind of pride of Poles. I think it comes from
the history. We don’t like it when decisions concerning us are taken without consulting us, because
of history, so that’s an area in which we are still extremely sensitive. I’m also worried a little bit
because Polish public opinion… There are studies made by the Ebert Stiftung, by the Adenauer
Stiftung about the attitude of Poles vis-à-vis the Germans but also of Germans vis-à-vis the Poles
and they don’t look good today, they’re just worsening. The perception is that the Germans have
their own European policy, serving the interests of Germany. So I think there’s still a lot to do to
avoid that this kind of problems continue to exist. But when you have a party in Poland like the one
of the Kaczynski brothers then “this adds oil to the fire”. They use all these deeply hidden attitudes
and fears of the Polish to build their own political capital. So this is very unfortunate when we have
political parties winning the elections which are anti-German and anti-European. But I agree with
you when you said at the beginning that this is a process which maintain these problems between
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societies. But myself I am much more optimistic with regard to the Polish-German relations,
because I think that at the people level we have a lot of common processes, of joint actions, such as
scholarship at university, you know, Angelica, we have the Jungendwerke, we have a lot of
university-twining. We try to write the common history, textbooks… So there are things which are
ongoing which can change attitude. Plus you have the new generation – my daughter’s generation –
they have none of those fears my parents would have or still my generation has. So I think the
changes are coming and they’re going with the change of generations.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Danuta, I think we have to add a new development: Poland and Russia are
improving their relation also, at the moment.
Danuta Hübner: Politically, you mean.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: Yes, politically.

Danuta Hübner: Yes. What’s interesting, Mr Chancellor, is that in Poland we have always had two
levels of relations: the Poles and the Russians, I mean, as nations, societies, people, we have always
had, I would say, good relations, I mean, not talking about the war. But at the political level, you
know, it has always been a nightmare, a lack of ability to overcome certain periods of history. You
know, you can’t do it. But I wouldn’t blame on the Poles, you know, on the Russian side it’s very
difficult to cope with Mr Putin or any other, I mean…
Helmut Schmidt: Does the Polish political élite have some confidence in Medvedev?
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Danuta Hübner: It depends on whom you talk to. I’ve seen extremely strong differences within the
political élite and among the politicians, which doesn’t go across the parties, the lines are more
individualized than divisions. But Medvedev doesn’t matter, actually. It’s Putin who is seen as the
politician to whom we have our attitude. But Medvedev is not seen as a figure that you would…
Guy Verhofstadt: We have got this week a seminar together with the Yabloko party and with
Kasyanov, the former Prime Minister between 2000 and 2005. And if you hear this people, they are
very serious people, there is an enormous problem, nobody sees any change even in 2011, when
there are parliamentary elections or in 2012, when there are presidential elections. Nevertheless, it’s
a huge problem. Why? Because I think Europe is going as far as the Volga, the river Volga, because
I think that the whole history of Russia was a European history. We were liberated from Napoleon
by the Tsar of Russia and we stayed for more than six months in Paris. But it’s an enormous
problem, because Europe cannot exist without a relationship with Russia, we need to define our
relation with Russia and we need a cooperation with Russia and maybe more than that, some people
are pleading more than that. But with this leadership and with this system… well… if you just
heard the stories about that…there is not even a beginning of democracy there. There are elections
but there is no democracy. A party starts and receives no licence. The only licence is for one
opposition party, this Yabloko, and they do so simply to say that they are a democracy. But in fact
they govern also the opposition.
Helmut Schmidt: But, Verhofstadt, why should they have a democracy? There are no traces of
beginning of democracy in 1200 years of Russian history. Never. They’ve always been governed by
people like Peter or Ivan the Terrible or Elstin or Putin. It’s their civilization, it’s a different
civilization. And people who believed in human rights and democracy were a very small intellectual
minority. Very small. They were called “Westerns” even in tsarist times.
Guy Verhofstadt: But in your opinion what should the role of Russia be, in Europe, outside Europe?
How do you see it?
Helmut Schmidt: In my view, the importance of Russia will throw out of the window in the course
of this century. And by the end of the century, Russia will be just one of the greatest nations, but no
longer a world power, due to the fact that the Russian population is shrinking and unable to fill this
enormous space of Siberia. They’re just 140 millions right now, out of whom 15 millions are
Muslim, in the north of the Caucasus and some of them living in the south of Caucasus and in
territories addressing to Kazakhstan. So Russians are around 100 million only, the rest being
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Muslim, Kazaks and whatever. So, they’re aging even quicker than us. No, they won’t be very
important much longer.
Stefan Collignon: In your model, is power principally people or also raw materials?
Helmut Schmidt: People and raw materials and education and technological capabilities, power
rests not only in one source, but in many sources. Power can also rest in ideology, it was the case in
Soviet time.
Danuta Hübner: But you know also, Mr Chancellor, now Putin is organizing the anniversary in
Katyn and he invited also the Polish Prime Minister there. So that means there is a change, I guess,
on the Russian side. Plus there are more and more Russian sociologists saying that in fact in Russia
the authorities putting the power cannot use any more vis-à-vis the society the same type of
argument, such as the external threat, the need of mobilization, the big Russia that has to defend its
own interests. We gradually see the change also in the society, which was always the major support
for the policy they could have, in fact, because it’s the society which is always expecting a strong
leader...
Helmut Schmidt: There’s one point in which I would criticize the powers of today, that is their
repeatedly attempt to play around with the future of Ukraine.
Guy Verhofstadt: You’ll see it tomorrow, the day after tomorrow…
Angelica Schwall-Düren: That’s my question: how do you see the future of the space between the
European Union and Russia?
Helmut Schmidt: Well, the space in between is Poland.
Angelica Schwall-Düren e Danuta Hübner: No, no, no, Belarus and Ukraine.
Helmut Schmidt: As regards to Ukraine, you have to remember that the first Russian State was
created in Kiev 1200 years ago and in the meantime Kiev had been partially a part of Poland. But
on the other hand the population of Ukraine is a little less than 15.000.000 people. One half of them
is speaking Russian and the other half is Ukrainian. The Ukrainian half is Roman Catholic, the
Russian half is Orthodox. And the attempt to play one half against the other one and both halves
against Moscow is a dangerous thing, because you can at the end leave up to the promised
assistance, which some people in Kiev mistakenly expect, for instance, from Warsaw. For me it’s
almost an unsolvable question, how can we as Germans, after all the history of the 20th century,
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how to become good neighbours with the Poles and at the same time friendly neighbours of the
Russians.
Danuta Hübner: If Poland became a friendly neighbour with the Russians, then everything would be
easier. That’s why I think we should be working on this, because then we would have a common
friend. So in fact European framework… I always saw that being together in Europe if we really
have also good external policy and neighbourhood good policy then we could also build this…
Helmut Schmidt: How could a man like Masovieski or how would Pan Tadeusz answer my
question?
Danuta Hübner: Pan Tadeusz is in good shape. I just saw him a week ago and I think he is one of
the optimists. He understands the difficulties, but I think he’s the one who understands the need of
forgetting the past, of building things also through small steps and of gradually working towards
better relations. But he’s optimistic, I would say, compared to your realism, he’s optimistic.
[everyone laughs]
Danuta Hübner: But he also understands – as you remember from his first year as Prime Minister –
the role of gestures. I think societies like the Poles, and the Russians probably as well, they need
political gestures, like Willy Brandt has done in Warsaw.
Helmut Schmidt: This is the romanticism in the Polish veins.
[everyone laughs]
Danuta Hübner: But that is nice.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: That’s a link to France, isn’t it? Symbolism and romanticism are very
important.
Danuta Hübner: We are a bit Mediterranean in this.
Angelica Schwall-Düren: That’s why the Poles like French people.
Danuta Hübner: And that’s why we don’t like German people, because we always expect too much
from you and you never deliver anything.
[everyone laughs]
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Stefan Collignon: Dear Friends, I think it’s time to send Helmut Schmidt to bed, but this was a
wonderful evening and for me it was like… I firstly met Helmut Schmidt forty-two years ago, when
I was sixteen and I went to interview him for the newspaper we had at High School and your
assistant had promised me I could come and interview you. And you came to Planet, near Munich,
and you gave a great speech, because it was electoral time. And then you were tired and you didn’t
want to give me an interview, but then your assistant said: “Come and sit with us anyhow”. So I had
my first dinner with you forty-two years ago.
Helmut Schmidt: And did you pay for that dinner?
[everyone laughs]
All: Thank you very much, Mr Chancellor. Thank you for this opportunity.
Helmut Schmidt: Good night.
All: Good night and thank you.
Danuta Hübner: And we wish you good health.
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